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This n the di:.icsion

derive from thc: data otain:.y.l. in 1:11c first !),IrL o 17wo.-ph,

,study . The first hi no was origjnally.Lo (enerate inorrtion

which could be used in grourAng Parent-Ch. cl Centcs accor(!ing

to similarities of ei:orations, objecaves and Staff or m:7!Mbe-

slAvattitudes.

Data collection instruments were then eXpanded to obtain

a wider range of enumerative data relating to preliminary

impact generally speaking,-estimates of how many PCC members

aro receiving various types of services, and by what means.

This document covers those preliminary impact data. Phase II

'of the study is to be an investigation of impact an greater

.depth by ev6luating the progress of fixed samples 'of member

families over time.

Procedure

Thirty-two of the 33 Parent-Child Centers eurre,ntly.under

the direction of the Office of Child Development.(OCDwqre

visited by Center for Community Researc1 7 (CCR) iftCrviewers

between October, 1971,'and January; 1972. Only the Alaskan

PCC V:as omitted from this study phase.

Individual face-to-face interviews were conducted with

385 PCC. member parents and with 327 Center staff members.

Additionally, Directors (ortheir.professional staff delegates)

filled out comprehensive forms treating all major aspects of

1. 6



c; 1/1,11 C

th:t :

1. th.-Ah 2,600 a.Ccilt,:7, aro currently en:jr-,:;ud

inC.nter activities of one kind or another.

There wore 1,792 mothi:!rs, 512 faLhers, and

more than 300 other adults taking part in

programs.

2. Parent sample-data show that the typical

mother is in her twenties, although one

qUarter of- those interviewed were in their

thirties. Relatively few teenage mothers
/

wore encountered.

3, An averag6-of 3:5, children were reported by

respondents, with an average of .1:5 focal

children enrolled per family.

4. One fourth of the parents sampled had com-

. pleted high school. One third had some high

school education,,while another fourth had

-stopped short of the tenth grade.

5. The great majority of urban families are

Black, while the preponclera: of rural

members were of Mexican or other Caucasian,

ancestry.

ii 7
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d.11 fin(N.nys

rc:.ofti by '1.dr!-Inc..J.- (..J) in thHy

17%.7C: y The nnc!

(...s:,:ce.pLion involves te nw..lher of fzq..hi..'s parLicjp:_;Linrj,

which h;_ls ri.sen irom almosL none to liL:ore than 500:i the.

interim.

1)

Services received by parents. s.

..',...
..t,:.,.,:.

. oP .!'",. , 47,
.7, Parent-ChildGCefiters have secnre:a.a.Wide v/ari9ty'Of

NaPth., cducatd.o11.4l and social benefits to tpsir.me4ersInOs:
0 (,,

.
'..:) '

, b .

V. , 'IA

.Almost half- (4'n) of all parents have.rpceived
4 h/

. .. ,.. a k

al

':, . medial aid, 1;liat figure being, higher in ru\:al

1"

areas,. (6271) than urban ones (3976). '41.

1',

..--.

,

2.. Dental care is secured for .parmts only about'

half as-:often (23(,), withural residents.,

again being- the more likely. recipients.

3. Enrollment in. parent education curricula at.
. .

.

,

,

.

'

.

the Centers or as-part!of PCC outreach has ,

increased sharpTy since the KAI study, In-

volvement in home management subjects has more

than tripled. For example, 1,081 parents are

reported now to he _taking nutrition or menu

planning courses. Only 322 were doing so two

years ago. Consumer education enrollment has

risen from 262 'to 962.

8
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Will: 1J:

Rkpicis (G.E.11!;)

and a total of 1.21 mnrf.-.: in th(..-:

:41sb, 15 'CC's have collge affiliations invol-ving.

a total of 157 12arents i Thirty have cu2r)leLed'

these programs almost half )7eceiving associate

or vocational egrees.

6. Centers report in aggregate more than 6,000

referrals made to comliunity agencies .of all :types

Within the last program year. More than 500

referrals have been received from such organizations.

7. Slightly more enrolled families are receiving we3 fare

aid-nowthan before becoMirig members, and slightly

more have at leasi one,member employed now. Centers

---ljave facilitated economic support' in both Ways.

. Of pailticular note is the fact,that 210cu.rrentiy,

or formerly enrolled parents are employed at PCC's,

versus 146 two years ago.' All but nine Centers hire

parents, and a few mothers are 'even holdinci positions

of professional responsibility.

iv

9



Attitudes of parents toward PCC

,f-;report of what PCC has done for. their families and-for
themselves in different roles (e.g., as mothers, as homethakers,'
as individuals) elicited an overwhelth.ingly favorable resPonge..,- 1

1. Overall, 95% of the parents interviewed stated

A

that PCC hashadapositive impact on their,

lives. Mentions of educational aspects were

most fr quent, but there were also a significant

proportion who referred to markeddevelobment
of openness and ,self-confidence for themselves

and/or fog their children.,

\1
\

2. A great preponderance of mothers alsO noted
1gains in their approach- to motherhood. Major

_

mentions i\nvolved decrease in corporal Punish- .\

\ment, increaSe'in recognition of the needs of

children or an attendant ability. to meet those

needs, and, simply, greater enjoyment of\

,children.,,

3. A somewhat smaller proportion of mothers said
.

,0
that they had changed as homemakers. Many

consider that they have been competent all

along. Others,,though, report that they have

learned to budget better, and that they take

increased pride in keeping a neat home and in

serving better meals.
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Of

to,.:2ard 1.)!ou,:]ht

nthc,rs pointed a failure 01 oc1t,..c.:7

t.iona.L p1-47,-._r,..ms or ju.,:t to (--yz,n,:-.rL1

\

and lac..ks,-. of orgz,.!Li.:';aLion, at certain Ci..:11 LC S

,:, 3

Focal children

n overall co.:;cription of j.hc children cnrollede CCP. finds

that-:

1. A total of 3,174.youngster. ,we currently

served, an average of almost 100 per

:.Center.

2. The average 'age Of the. focal Child is 26-
4.months. There are slightlymore.rum-,euts

...-.

(approximately age two and op ha3.f_or oldcr)

than toddlers (between one and 'two and one

half) , and slightly more tOadlers'hDn

Centers vary considerably in the approachrr:s

adopted for serving children:

11
vi.
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4- 4

40- tn0:;e

m...,nt, for =.1atory diseasc:-; and 701" f:4.1:.ple

aneia ran7:cd apprce:inla.c.el .7g0 of each.

Only about: hal2as :r,an child.en have cien

ere as have received 'me :deal care. In all, 856'

cheer and approxjately 400 each of

cleanings an6 fllinc-; were rel,-)orted.

4. 11/ all Centers but throb, children receive at

least of.° meal per day..

5 y , J5 IA the CCR s.a7.1:-.)3.e of motiles .say

they feel their chi:L:11-cm have learned sor:ething

useful joining the PCC.

a. 1.1Cntions of 'social soil). development

and, cognitive advancement (vocabulary, concepts)

predominated -- about two-thirds reportc.41 those.

b. Children's physical clevelopent and self--

sufficiency (in dressing and uersonal 'hygiene)

were each mentioned by apprcsimately 405 of the

7 .4mothers.

Staff data

In_all, there are a total.' of appro:-:imately 700 professionals

and non professionals in PCC positions. That figure is about

zit

the :si-,oeone ct two years ago.

1. ;',1though,total number employed has not changed

much over the last two years, the of

1.43
viii
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v,:lrious Tnnre ;Ire

now considu.):,2 h] L.Incatos and

TeL,cher. Aids and sljc:htly sQrice,

anzl workerle.

2. A clear majcirity of non-professionals have re-

ceivc:d. ati least two weeks of pre -servi cc training.

That training is most often highly detaiiod and

presented soniat didaeLicaily (as contrastod

to an observationa:i.e.or pract),cum format) .

3. Parents on staff shpw an educational attainment-

Almost midway between non-parents on staff (who
O

are better educated), and pa4ts not on staff.

,

,

O 4. Non-professional staff members .3MP.V:h the parents

they setVe fairly closely in most other demo-!

gtaphic respects. The exception is ethnicity;

more staff arc Caucasian and.more'parents are

Black

5. Approximately two fifths of the professionals

and four fifths of the non professionals live

within the catchment areas of thc FCC's at which

they are employed.

6. Staff turnover is high. More staff members

have left PcC's than are now employed.

7. There is a particularly high turnover rate

for Directors- and for Nurses. Professionals

have generally .staved at their jobs for shorter

periods than non-professionals.

1.4



8. Eow:_ver, r.tcst of dll.th:)s,w1:.r_,, leLivc.! pfojet

cia so fc,r rcEtsons o sr,21f-adwinccmcrit.

FCC training and 0,%1'erien%.! hz:Is qnablcci t h in to

obLain a bnttcrijob.

-
::.
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':Phe reprx 1:,.; to pro.H

data .on tha r..;):;ct nati.on:11 Cnnt:er

Prour:: (PGC) to the of child Devo]ont ((tD).

414 data relate to what can be termed an

criterion of impact -7 a li)road catalogue of what e"istn

anc is being done , not an evaluattpn of same:. That is,

information in thit, document sumpaize numbs of

. ;
-famOies. served and types of services.provided. For ex-

ham,

it elillight be stated that N number of children

recciverl nutritious meals. No statement will be (nor can

be) made now that the nutritional status of those N parti-_

cipants has been improved by X degree as a result of. the

PCC program. Such 'evaluative interpretation must awai t

the study's second phase, which will be an in-depth study

of impact on fa'.11ilies over the next 18 months. fore-'

over, this report includes none of the clustering analysis

which is to be documented. separately.

BACKGROUND

Although "serving as a-locus for .research and evalua-

tion" has been one of the six national PCC objectives, this

particular function has been given the least direct atten-

tion by the PCC'S- PCC staffs have been too busy providing

service to become particularly concerned with ongoing pro-

gram documentation. Where research has been performed, it

17



0 f

almost alwdys_1.1.-:s
pi2rformi by inL.:rc.1..ed

°tit:side T)arties: 1:;ersonn:A_ or mmit-v

sionals. Fron nif:, as might be exp(.!cLeCi, there

no uniforM body 6f information which is descripLive of thc,

operations of the\PCC's,or of the natu1e and scope of pro-7

gram impact. In l'act,- there exists n-Jtionally little objec-

tive data'descriptlive of the day-to-day PCC operation

.7_

The one na Liona 1 study of the PCC s relevant: the \

current evaluation was cowleted over two years ago by

0
Kirschner Associates Incoporated (KAI). While the i<AI study

was based upon extensive data collection activities, the

study report Vas intended to be a descriptive evaluation

of the first year of the project.

.
In addition to the wealth of data provided by the KAI

study, KAI staff developed a national. PCC data reporting

system. For a variety of reasons, that system was not

maintained, so that there is a dearth of available informa-

tion.

The Center for Community Research (CCR) is to provide
\

information relating primarily to tbe\impact of PCC programs

upon their participants. Phase -I involves collection of

information descriptive of individual PCC programs; those

data are to be used mainly to identify different types of

Centers. While CCR was to be responsible for a study of

impact among the FCC's another firm (Abt Associates) is

responsible for the Management Information System (MIS) which



will provid,Tf nzlLional h(-10,u7,1-Ler:;

for m:,nari:.:1.0ec4sion. Th :-1TS .An

by :July 1973.; it mu:5 L. be preteten-1, refin.,d and ir..plelJiented,

before the information will- become reguldrly available...In the

. .

meantime, there is an urgent need for the typ-es of informatien

which the operatino :11.5' system could be expected to provide;

already' in the field with the preliml.nary stages of the

impact study, was requested to collect those additional. data

which would Maize posSiAc an early, preliminary impact report

as well as the Phase I revert on program characteristics scheduled

-''for March 1972.

TIgis , the data presented in this preliminary report arc no

'substitute for either the Phase. I clustering report, or for the

-Phase II. impact study, ':t.ihich is now scheduled for completion in

June 1973.

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

The.first.phase of the CCR impact study involved Lilo

collection of, descriptive data for clustering the major differ-

'ent types of PCC's. The data-gathering instruments develop4 for

the collection of these clustering data were enlarged to include

qUestions which would elicit preliminary impact data. Aside

from the nature of the instruments, hOwever, the procedures used

in the collection of preliminary data were those planned for the

collection of Phase 1 clustering data, so the information was

obtained for both purposes from the same respondents during the

same on-site interviews.

19



Who was intwed?

Data were co.11ectedfrom both parents and stiff mombcrs.

It was originally planned to develop random samples of 50

percent of the staff at each Center, a-d 20 percent of

parents. Attempts to implement truly random sampling pro-

ceclures were abandoned, however, for_sevcral reasons. First,

with regard to staff, it became evident that a completely

-random procedure would make possible the omission of key

staff members. Instead, staff members were selected for

sample inclusion on the basis of function served in the PCC,

as a' means to ensuring that all program components and all

levels of staff within these components were represented in

the data collection procedure. In PCC's having more than one

staff member in a given function, random selection was made

among those members. In brief, a stratified random technique

was used.. In PCC's with multiple "sites, CCR staff visited

nearly all sites in order to ensure staff representation across

various geographic areas and within highly loc;lized program

variations.

True randomization of parent interviews also proved

impractical, air logical as well as for tactical reasons.

First.of all,experience quickly showed that those parents

who hardly ever came to the Centers (a reality in some

locations) had virtually no idea of what went on at the Center,

other than some vague understanding of what the formal goals

of the Center might' be. Thus, collection of data from such



respondents for clustering purposes would have served only-

to fulfill a priori sampling requirements. Conversely, those

who came frequently to the Centers were most apt to he aware

of what transpired. From the standpoint of feasibility, home

visits to individuals who have little to do with the PCC, yet
-

(f)?

r
who are selected on a random basis, are not, easily effected.

Some home visits were made early'in the study, and Were found

to require. inordinate PCC and CCR staff time.

Particularly since these data are to be used in creating

descriptions of the Centers, and for documenting the services

provided', rather than for.a comprehensive evaluation of im-

pact among a representative sample of PCC members, the question

of having a representative random sample issless important than.

5.

that of obtaining a full picture of what is provided.

Moreover, to ensure representation across local program

variations at multiple-site Centers, CCR staff interviewed.

71.4 parents and staff at nearly all PCC sites. Again, such in-

C) formation can best be obtained from those who are Most familiar

a..0 with the program, i.e., the regular participants.

Somewhat the same can be said of the sampling proportions.

While in every case at least 50 percent of staff were inter-

viewed, and while in most cases a 20-percent parent sample

was developed, the. opinion of CCR staff was that, for this

preliminary phase of the study, the inclusion of 20 percent of

parents in all of the Centers represented something of a waste.



That is, two or thr..:.e parent: interviews Usi.:;Alv sufficed to

establish the patternotf services avaiiablo: ln Lerms Ct

general reactiopS to the rograms, iltajor i..ssues,

generally ten or a dozen intervies would have been adeAuate.

The samplimj procedures actually used were as follows:

1.- Staff members-were selected on the basis of

interviewer judgment (with central-CCR office

consultation in unclear cases) so as best to

represent the variety of PCC job funr;tioils,

levels of training and/or experience, and

local program variations if there were separate

sites within a single PCC grant.

2. Directors and other staff members were asked to

arrange parent interviews with a representative

group (in terms of time enrolled, PAC .membership,

etc.) Other parents were approached by CCR staff

and asked for interviews, which were always granted.
1

3. Parents who were staff members as well, and who

were selected for interviewing were approa.chad

sometimes as staff, and sometimes as parents .(there

being two different questionnaires, one for each of

1 It may be speculated that "staff selection of parents could

induce some positive attitude bias in that favorably disposed

parents might be chosen. Even direct random selection by CCR

interviewers could be bias-prone because parents so chosen

would be showing interest in the program by their mere prei:ence

at the Center. Howevcr,. mentioned on the nrevious

possible bias was not of 1:ojor concern giv:rn the research

objective (description) .



these twogroups). Forty-six dualroit! parer?Ls

were interviewed as parents, another. 70 ris staff

members. More vier° interviewed-as staff to obtain

a more comprehensive .picture of training provided

for indigenous personnel.

INSTRUMENTS

Data were collected using structured interview schedules

designed specifically for this project. Copies of these

questionnaires are to be found in the appendix. In addition,

certain schedules were developed to record program..statistics

made available at each PCC. Finally, a number of scales were

constructed and used in the collection of attitudinal data.

Three interview schedules were used, as follows :-

1. Director form:

Includes five sections dealing. with PCC goals,.

staff organization, programs for children and

parents, medical services, and social services,

respectively. This comprehensive form required

from five to eighthours to complete, if done

personally with the Director. In many cases,

it was possible to delegate certain portions

of the task to other members of the staff, .g.,

Nurse might assume responsibility for providing

the required health statistics, the Social. Workur

would provide information for the social service

section, etc. 23



2. Par(11;-

inclues dci?li!.:j with (.2:G.iraphic

data, nature of servic!.:

parents in Lhe Cunter, 1-:erception:-; o Center

pl:ogra a series or open-end.

questions about'Conter impz,.et both on thc!

parent and on the interviewee's child(ren).

This instrument Look appro;:imately one halC

hour to complete, interviewer and parent

working together.

3. Staff form:

Includes items concerning job description,

the importance of several personal charac-

teristics for "professional" job functions,

the extent, type, and suitability of pre-

service training for "non-professional"

positions, and demographics. Staff members

also are asked their pe.rcepU.ns of program

focus and Of the Director's leadership style.

Staff interviews were conducted individually

and required approximately 30 minutes each.

In addition to these three sdts of forms, a financial

data was developed; each PCC was asked to provide fL.ancial

data :=.bout the major program:components. 'That form was

self-administered with accompanying detailed guidelines.

24



1.;11i e .1n

those mer:,1)..:3-:; as..-e 1 ,

ir,:-_,lfmentation, it Lo

naire matri,-:Is in the for::,21

reasons. th,3ro si:.,ply was not

any meaninl pr.2-est.wevAL

t.

1-)C staff, who then would :

(revised) battery, for a sec:on;1 Limn.

However, every effort te cnsuc,

of administration would be 'al.d that th.,

themselves,facijitat,d the collection o all

tion. In addition to intern;1 ;;;7..fr

wore reviewed by the OCD Project by the (C;)

Coordinators, and by the Study review

ware incorporated into the final for; of thf:

Interviewers were all c::perienco.6

this, one week was devoted to particip.,t_ion in

seminar, in which interview staff first were

use of the forms, followed by a Series f pr,--,ct7ic';n:.:, inter-

views being conducted by and with the inrview

Data collection nroc:edures:

Site visits were made daring' the 'H.--w,;1

from October 27,, 1971 to Ja:.uary 11, 1",72.

33 PCC'swre Daltc,n,

(Larayette) have bc,!c.n treatt:_d for

two separatr: center:;. This t:i:,;tinctin:: ;

of our I j rd I at the:ie

. Director, ,:::111
:
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4,

14'7 CCR pro-

a

tudent, wor% ha.L1. been

by oni., Socl;doi:,y doctoral

hnc,wn to th.:.,\CCR.

t_e::tms of intc,ivieer,s,were z-11..-it,ned to

N:C's for an averago of four intcrviewer- -s at_ oacl. Site. .1n

seve14:1,cass,'only three days were necci;sarv; in other case's

more time was rec!uired than had been anticipated (eight.'dayS

at onC,site). Tw'icb, the lime allotted insujficient, and a

one-day follow-up visit was necessary, in ean ca5;,e. Where

gaps were found.duringdata coding and tabulation being conducted

on an ongoing basis Lv CCR reearch as..7.istans, a telephone follow-

tip rnade .

Parents and staff were interviewed individually, save for

the focus' ;:nd/or leadership-ratings' which, at a very few. of

Lhe PCC'S,,,:ere administered in groups. Where such a proCedure

was adopted, the C R staff, member moderated' in order to answer

questions and to inhibit collusion.

interviews were completed-with 3.3 Directors, 327 staff, and

385 parents. It ia upon these data that. the following report

is based.

report: is organized'into three major chapters dealing

with, resi)ectively, parents, children, and staff. Within each

26
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of those chslotQn1 aro sub-sootiofif.i acidrosc. to: 1) deli:o-

grphic characLefist12).aotivitics w C, particip.ation (3)

what' menbers (jot out of participnting prcilijflary impact,.



1NTJ.?.ODUCTIO:1

CHAPTER T.

. T112 PARENTS OF Tim PCC

In '0i:2, chapter be pfest.:nty,fa th data L:;-:(:ripl-i\'e

of PCC who they. are, what thi do at PCC, and

Vat they have derived from th.P:C c.:perience. The data

about all I.,CC-parents. The data from the indivAa.Qy

frc,m the Director's ()estionnaire reprcent certain in-

formation

conducted interviews wi,th 385 parents are used to flesh lut and..

enrich the information on all parents.

A. 1.1110 ARE THE PCC PARENTS?

As was discussed in the introductory section, randomness

of parent selection. for intervrt:wing was neither feasible nor

desirable. In the course of interviewing,CCR staff was aware

that parents interviewed were perhaps the more articulate,lin-
-,

volved participants. The sample obtained tends to be more

:involvectwith PCC than is the case among all parcnts. For

instance, 42;, of-the parents interviewed are members of their

Centers' Policy Advisory Council.- However, the following

points are relevant:

1. Non -`random selection is a two-edged sword..

While 'it is doubtless true that the articulate

and the involved are over- represented, selectioA

was not'restricted to those who had only good
4

things to say.



t.

-

2. T17c: 1.10.170 1:11at :10.1-)1(2

for the tellin,7, criccrr to tel thel,,

'As a findir,rT. True, results mv be weit3d to-

war d. more positive feelings, but one can 11-rd ly

ignore their Presence.

Certain basicdeoaranhic information was collectea fron

the parent sample. These data 'incluac: sex, ace, education,

ethnicity, marital status', and, number and arms of children.

Data regarding ethnicity are available on all. PCC families. '\

Sex

The overwhelming majority (08%) of/K385 parents inter-

viewed. were Mothers; fathers are under-represented in the samol.
,

/
Kowever, there. is no reason to assume that this lacl: of father

interviews biases this phase of the study, as the kinds of
;

preliminary impact data collected, e.a.,,medical care, should
-

not be biased by sex of the respondenb. That is, the data
1

document the services provided tO. PCC families: whether these;

data are provided by the mother or by the father should, for

the most part, make little difference.

Age'

In Table 1, below, are presented the data on the aces of

the interviewees.

29
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T.7..3.e Y. Ac:cg paront

nine'or 21 "41
(11 ,!;) 1

21-30 228
(59)

3 3. 1 0 95
(25)

41 and over 20
(5)

' ro answer 1
yo

nase:. 385

The majority of the mothers interyiewLd are between the

ages 21 and 30. 2);v small nercente of respondents are in

their teens, and a high proportion of the sample is between.

31 and 40. If our sample is. repro tentative of the

PCC parent population as a whole, these data suggest that the

-Cynical PCC mother is not a young girl in her teens. .Rather,

the typical PCC mother is-most likely to he in her twenties

and one out of every four is in her thirties.

Education

The educational background-of.CCR respondents is pre-

sented in table 2, below.

1 Numbers in parentheses throughout this report are percentages.
Percentages for some tables will.not sum tO exactly 10-0 because

of-rounding. An asterisk (*) denotes less than 0.5%.
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r)c..yent

1 9 years or fewer

10-1? year

Completed hic.h schcol

Some (all) college

Bus./Tech. school

iIo Ans\,..er

.

(17Z)

-63

(4(!)
105
(27)

135 100 r0

(35) (40) (6)

101 75 26

(26) (30) (19)

40 29 11
(10) (12) (8)

2

(1)

.1. r 1

(*.) I Al)
I

2

Base: I 305

Al)
.

249 I 136

The majority of the mothers interviewed had either some

high school or had completed high school. A higher proportion

of mothers in the rural Centers have not completed high school

than. is the case in the.urban Centers.

Intact families

In Table 3, below, are presented the number of intact

families and the num?)er of single parent families.

Table 3. Number of intact families in parent sample.

. TOTAL LOCALE' -

SAMPLE
f

Urban aural
..--.

1Children's father
: present at home

; 177
(46%)

. 81
(3n)

9G
(7?!::)

Father not at home 152
(3,9)

118
. (47)

1 34
(25)

No Ans1:;:er 56
(15)

50

(20)

1 6

(4)

Base*: [ 385. 249 i 136
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In the tet1 sale, the. n11::1')er 01' N..hiGh. the 1-th(7.r

is'presimt is clrflter thrin nu!--)o7: o-fapilii,f in

which the fat'ner iF.; absent. This relotively hih rate ei7 ovQr-

\

all PCC fathor preence is accountet:: for by the relatively hicjh

prdportion of inti-let families reported rurally. 7.:carlv
. ,

three out of every four rural familie!.; arc intact, wITile on3y

one out:of every tnree urban farlilic reports r. tether in the hcir,.

Ethnic bac3=Pund

The ethnic bacl:ground of the entire PCC population and of Uo

parent sample are presented in Tables 4a and b,respectivoly.

Table 4a; Ethnic backgrouroof-total PCC population.

f TOTAL
1

1.1exican-American
fl

Puerto-Rican

Black

Other Caucasian

Oriental

Other

Total

. LOCT,LE
! SATIPLT1 Urban

(3?)

(3)
'

1 .
(1)

4 ) (6)

(55) (73)

(26) (12). .

(3) (5)
___...

i (1)

..1.......

I ( 1 )

f (100)
,

(100)

Pxral

(12%)

(10)

(14

(57)

1. It is possible, though, that.thetrue urban figure is somewhat
higher. Fathers may be reported absent to maintain public
assistance tn some cases.,

32



Ic bac2.-..z.colinc.1. of -)/irent

TO''',-j1
\

! !',:exican-Itr.1/!rican
',,,,. 3] 7 24

25

3(;) (11

'.

(7) ;... CE3)

iPuerto-ican
..t.

.

. 17 17

I'llack 208 - 194 14

1

;

(54Y
.

(78) (10)

iOther Caucasian 95 22 73

(25) (9) (54)
L

i Oriental 9 9

(2) (4)

1
Base:

L

-1 385 249 i 136

As can be seen from Table 4b, the majority of the respondents

are Black. This'-rs particularly the case in the urban FCC' Whr,n:C.

78 of the mothers interviewed were Black. Caucasian respondents

account for the ,majority in the rural centers. About one-sixth

of the respondents in rural areas are of Indian origin, another

sixth of Mexican .ance,stry.

Family size

Each respondent in the parent sample was asked the number

of children and the ages of all children in the family. These

data are presented in Table 5, below.
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Tabl 5. 11.mlbcx and of chilr,:!::1 in pa:-cnt

..

i AryS

Under si:\ uontlar.:

;

.

CIT.11,1.)::1::,

78
(20)

CEILDP.7N-

.

:

>

78
(6f)

6-12 months . 76 76
(20) (6)

1-2 years 16 165'
(43). (12)

2-3 years .:177 177
. (46) (13)

3-5 years 262 262
(6S) (19)

5-8 years 225 225

h.-

[

(58) (17).

8-11 yeal:cs 174
(45) ;

174
(13)

11-14 YEARS 99
(26)

99
(7) !

14+ yez 91
(24) (V)

Base: 385 1347

The data in Table 5 support the data presented in

Table 1 regarding the relatively older age of the respondents.

As can be seen from Table 5, a very high proportion of mothers

interviewed have children who are-3-11,.and about one out of

four mothers has a child who is older. Children under

Percentages are proportions-,of parent base,

than 100. /

2 Percentages are proportions of all children

34.
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one year of agcl are preent ih ij,f)ut on out of two fmtilies.

The rean nuer, of chilren per .family (35) ucqc.:L iit thc:

typical PCC repreented in the sample, has

three or four children.. rased on the mothttr.'s ao, the htlhor

of chi?..dI;en per family, m ci the ae.ro distrthution of the .childreh.

it seems crvient that the PCC focal childron arc oenorally not

first born children. In other worcls, the majority of PCC ehileccen

have several older sib3inijs.

Focal children

Even within the ages served by PCC,, not every eligible

child in a family is ero:olled in PCC. Presented bolo.' in

Table 6 are the data pertaining to the ages of focal children

enrolled-

Table 6: Focal children by age.

AGES .

3FOCAL:
CHILDREN

FOCAL27
1 CHILDREN

I

1

1

Under six months 1 49

(1731"

J
I

!

49
(9?,-)

6-12 months
I

!

:

(18)

.

1

71
(13)

1-2 years
1

161
(42)

i

!

161
(28) ,

2-3 years -;
I

160
(42)

I

1

160
(28)

t

A

3-5 years
i

124
(32)

i

1

124
(22)

..!

Base:
Total: 1

385 ,1

1

i

.

565

1

2

Percentages are proportions of parent base, and sum to more
than 100.

Percentages are lopportions bf all children'in parent sample.
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Pse3ativelv fu':! of the reponc.L:nt have inants. The '

majority have focal children are h2LwOon on: and throe.

hih proportion of children served aro between the aoes of three

and five. This is particularly true in rural areas, where the

greater scarcity of Head Start programs or of road Start .proarls

which accept .feuryor-olds puts the 'CC in a poSition where it

must continue to provide service. In many of the Centers 'strong

resentment was expressed against a policy which would provide

services to children until acre three, and then leave the children

stranded with no program until age five. In any event, it is note-

worthy that one out of every three focal children served is

between the ages of three and five. The mean number of fo91

children in each family (1.5) suggests that'a lard° minority of

families have more than one child enrolled in PCC.

Thus, the typical PCC child has three other siblings, one

of which is likely also to he enrolled at the FCC. Inaddi"ion,

children enrolled in PCC have mothers' who are also members and
11

in 12% of the families the fathers are also members.

Table 7. Members other than focal children and siblings served
by PCC.

rThothers of focal
children

AMOM
TOTAL. LOCALE
SAMPLE ! Urban nura
384 250 134
(83?) (37%)

'Fathers of. focal
children -

r-
Siblings of. mother .. 4 ; 4

or father (1) (1)

56 3.
16 40

(12) (.6) (22)

Other (grandoarent, 21 17
3

4

non-relatives . (5) (6) (2)

F-7 Total 465. 287 178
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As l',ight bu ex;mr...ted, oarticuL,irlv as a .runction of tho

larger nul.I.her of intact familie in rural are.7,:s, thcre is a

greater proportion of fathers particiratinc in thc rural progras.

It is interesting. to comnare these data with the data presented

in To.ble 3'on the number of intact families. In the total

sample, out of 177 fthrs preent in thp'home, 5C arp mcmbornt

of PC:C. In other. Emnroximately one thi).70... of the available

fathers are 1.= memhers.

Summary of CC rent data

In summary the following points can 17,0 made about the CCR

parent sample:

1. Virtually all of the respondents were mothers.

2. The average mother in the sample is in her

twenties, and one out of every four is in her

thirties. There are relatively few_.teenae

mothers in the sample.

3. Twenty-seven percent of the mothers in the

CCR sample has had nine or fewer years of

education. One out of three mothers has had

some high school, and 26% completed high

school.

4. The father is present in the home. in almost

three out of four-rural families and in one

out of three urban families, although the

tri b. urban figure might be higher due to
.

deliberate reports of father absence.
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5. In the C.(2 sample, the vast m:!loritv of-urbaA

respondents are Black and the majority of tural

rc:;:pendents are Caucasian.

6. The average family in the sample has three or

four children.- The focal PCC child generally has

several older siblings. One-civarter dE focal

chilarch's older siblings are 11 or older.

7. The majority of focal children in the cm sample

are between the ages of one and three. Thirtj-

two p6rcent f focal children are age three to

five, and relatively few fecal'children are

infants under the age of one.-

13. PCC families in the sample have an average of

1:5 fodal.children enrolled. In addltion, in

the vast majority of families the mother is

also enrolled. Approximately one third of

the available fathers are also enrolled in PCC.

Comparison of KAI and CCR Data

A comparison of KAI data collected between. September 1968

and Setember 1969 and CCR data collected between October 1971

and January 1972 shows a marked similarity in all areas.

Essentially,datafrom,the CCR sample matches KAI data in all

O
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cc ri cir,, I7.r f .1..
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1. It should 1.. poizikted out th:= IA1 data car4a rrm PCC
sum:nay reow:Os ("5.7 direct obnc!,r?ation c: all Cf:nkc...1:
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-25-

The averacje pal-c.nt 5:11:1)

a PCB, for on.... and on,L1 half is

tonden(7y for ruraL\membrs Of our salt.: f:o have bc!cn mer.:bers
V

for lozusfer than th!. urban mei::hers(21 :::cnths fe:77

r:,6nth7, for urba.,resuectivelv). This is licl to be'

a func.tion of great:r gcocjraphic 'amono an 1.0.-1. An

population and of the fact that the' rural Centers tend to

serve children up to higher 'ages. TI] any event, based on,_-

our sample, there seems to be relatively little turnover of

program participants. The vast majority of our respondents

have been PCC members for more tban one year. Since data

were-not collected on the leng.th of enrollment for the
/ .

entire PCC membership, there is no way of knowing whether

'the one-and-one-half-years average enrollnlent of the CCR samph;

is representative. or not. In terms of the Objectives of Phase

l'of-the studyli.e, to describe. the Centers and what they

offer, representativeness along. this dimension is not considered

tcr be of.importance..

Edu..ation co:monent.

4
)

Thirty of the Centers have an adult.,e"&ucatipn component.

At most Centers the various parent education)activities arc

part of an ongoing year-long. course. Topics arc not covered

consecutively for fixed time periods'. Rather, the subject

mattc...: shifts from session to session to suit the needs or

desires of parents.. 'Consumer,education, for example, might
N

be discuf:.!.;ed at consecutive meetings, or it might get.

Only 15 miriutes of attention one day and be rcturned.to

wczekL: ,1
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r

Dif:ferr2nt - aro cc.voreci

2(

rt.iaiT r :I: rj l I

in the arer:!s cover 2.

Educators cannc bn,Epr!cili in the mu3t4,.1-iY

which thev tcech, e.g., child C-f.evclo:-.ent,

career development, anfl conr this

complexity, CM: could not ascertain the snec*fiC speci:flr.les

of each Parent 1:11cator. Therefore, it is irx;os!-Iihle to ;,state

inthe.dssion which'follows in how many Centers the topic

.taught is cevere,..7..by a specialist in that In Table 9,

-

below, arepresented. the data on the variety of par6ntctivities

available ,to all PCC-pArents. '

Table 9. Parent education activities for total PCC membership.

CLASS

/.\

NO. or CLIMRS
WHO REPORT

OFFERING

Child development

ligr1(.1....management..

flutrition

flenu planning

Cookang

28

(85r;;)

Sewing

Consumer education

Purchasing clothing

20
(91%)

25
(76)

27
(82)

(85)

127'
(82)

Budgeting 2

(67)

Home repair 14
(42)

Housecleaning 6

(18)

(continille)



9. (c::-mi:inue.r.i)

Y.Sh

4

noalth/irst air'/
hygidOno

Birth control

-27-

6.raer devolorment

Child care career

Ai other skills/
trades--

Arts/crafts /hobbies

15
(45).

7

(21)

12'

(36)

Basic _:cult education 11
(33)

Personal appearance 4

(12).

Other

Base:

4

(12)

132

Note: MuItiPle responses occurred.

. ...It,

It is difficult to offer a description of the leicational

styles followed. PCC's vary widely in the formality or informality

with which teaching is done. 'Most parent education is not formal

in a classroofa type of setting. Rather, it usually involves open

discussion of issues or problems of interest to parent in a given

topic area. Distinctions of teaching style are blurred. It is

impossible to report how many PCC's teach a given topic in any

specific manner-.
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1Ity-eight. of the PC.C's offer pa-Lents soe education An

early childhood. In som(? Centers this education is largely

didactic, in- othr3 it involves some didactic.cducation and/or

soma-observation of what staff does with:chil(iron, and in still

others it involves some didacLic education and/or some..observa-

tion of staff, and/or soia actual participat16n in the process

for,a few hours a week. Some Centers roc!uire ..that each mother

.spend a certain amount of time with her child in program, otherS

do not.

.A very large majority of PCC's offer some education in acti-

vities related to home management. Nutrition, menu planning and

cooking are all part of a constellation of activities. In some

Centers thisconstellation is 'called "cooking," in others "nutri-

tion," etc., but the bat4; activity is the same. Either an actual'
\

meal is cOoked and d.iseuss6d,JroM'a nutrition viewpoint, or the

values of .different foods and the planning of menus are discussed.

.Consumer-education, budgeting, and shopping represent another

important cluster of home management related activities. In some

Centers this is done through actual group shopping trips, which are

,followed by discussion. Sewing classes are another, very. common'

activity offered at the great majority of PCC's. Home repair

as a course is offered by slightly fewer than half the Centers.

Health education is offered at almost three out of four of

the Centers. Generally, health education is provided either on

an individual basis as each mother brings her children in for



rOutinc TA)Ap;icl ey,z'or:- or for tl.catl-.1ent, or (7.n a (fl OUT' basis. At

most Centers, hirth infortien ser:ts to becevred on r

more individual basis.

Basic adult educItion is offt!red at one out-of three Centers,

through the PCC. In these Centc,rs there is an cnphais on helping

parents to obtain their reneral rrItlivalency Diplomas.

Career development is a focus of nearly half the Centers:

The majority of those which do have a career developent focus

emphasize careers in early childhood rather than in other areas.

Center Directors were asked to rank in order of importance

the major categories of PCC parent education activities. These

data are presented in Table 10, below.

Table 10. Importance ranks of 'parent educational program
components by Directors.

[ CHILD HOIT HEALTH !CAREER F nAsic
.

DEVELOP. MANAGErENT EDUCATION ,OPPOR-,ADULT ED.

[Moat ,

22 4 5 : 2 : - J'

!

1 ImPortant (67%) (l2!::) . (15%) I (65'6) ,
. -

; Second 4 16 : 10 1
. 2

(12) (49) (30) (6)

iThird i 4 1 i 8 12 J.' *i 6

. !

(12) (24) i (36) k (3) .:,
(18)

Fourth 2 , 2 4 i 7 13.

(6) ;
(6) (12) : (21) : (39)

.

ILeast 2 18 8

!Important - (6) - ; (55) ,(2:4) .

t

No Answer 1 : 1

(3) .
(3)

I
,

Base: 33 33

2
5 4

(6) (15) (12)

33 33. 33
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Six1:.y7seven pc.:roont oi th PCC Diect:ors thit child

lievelovne.nt is th'..1 most: imporLant ascct of parent cucnLion.

Education Felatedto the hone is conidered: by tho majority of

directors to be of either first or second rani: importance.

Health capcation is consMered by Most Directors to be of second

or third rank importance. Pasic adult education 'appcars to be

in fourth place, and career Opportunities arc felt by a majority

Of directors to be least important. Thus., the meaal PCC Director

would stress child development the most, then home management,

and then health education. Basic adult education and career .

opportunities would receive a decidely lower priority.'

'Twenty-two of the PCC's have pro4rams for adults which

.involve some education, in most of the above areas, at. the

Center itself. Three Centers have a parent education program

which is mostly home and in eight Centers the location'

of the adult program is almost evenly divided between Center

and home.

In 15 Centers, education is carried out primarily in groups

and in three Centers it is done mostly among individuals. In

15 Centers some educat'..ori is done on an individual basis and

some is done on a group basis..

1 In retrospect, CCR regrefs fhat parents were not asked to
rate the importance of program components. In summary
statements about visits made, interviewers noted that
career opportunities were considered rather.important
by parents at some.PCC's. .



-3:1-

In three oul-. -four- C121i ir.(:).:5 there s no time limit, on the

..

duration of a class, there is no.fixed period o time for

which a particular topic is taught or discussed.- Tlather, most

topics are .discussed on an ong.oing 1)asis as part -of an overall

.4,

emphasis onadult'erjneation..

I. Fifteen PCC's have .developed college affiliations. Twelve.'

have parents attendiin classes as part-time students and throe

haVe at least some full-time students. fline of the-l5-pro,-

grams have an eligibility requirement for college entrance:

high school diploma or special. exam. In seven out of the nine-

cases, it is the college and not the FCC which sets the require-

mc2nts.

Fifteeh-of the affiliated colleges offer courses in child

development, eight in social services, seven in English, and
. !

seven in home ,economics. Other courses, e.g:, business and

various arts and crafts are offered by three or four colleges.

Social service component

PCC's offer their membership different types of social ser-

vice. Eighteen Centers have a social service deparitment to

which parents turn when they. need a specific-service. Four

'centers assign families to a social work aide who sees those

families on a-fairly-regular basis, usually in the 'home. This

latter pattern of service derives, from a clinical model in which

the PCC families are seen as social work cases and each worker
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\.

has her CC load. Psc.!inin.A s IC L social serviec: less

for1,1;11),.,; v7ith. an.) staff 1.,::17 n t.

problems i-t they and yo.ak!.nr: .

Ila and lib show the variety of social and- counselina

services Offered an6 the . ntr:lber of PCC' s which .offer each kind..
-

Table 11a. 1:umber of PCC' s nroyiding various aspects of a
social service compc»lent.

I

11

r"EnC;.'NCY :

. Assisin;ICT' i
TRA:1S.7 ....

PorzTAi.in-nN :

Jon
cou::;;ELF:c

PCC provides servic. c 19 1

j
.32 i

i
9

PCC refers service .9 23

Not provided 5
I

1 i 1.

Base: 33 I

I

33, I 33

Table lib. 11.1m1.-.)cr of PCC S providing various kinds of.
counseling services.

INDIVIDUAL 1.1,AIZITII', j CROUP
!

-4

Informal, by PCC
. 6. 7

1

9

Formal, by PCC 11 to 7 10

Referral \ 14 12 5

Not provided 2 4 9

Base: 33 33 1. 33

Transportation is provided by 32 Centers. PCC transportation

is used to take members for medical appointrents, to ether agency.

appointments, for shopping expelitions; and in most Center;

bring members to the Center.

48
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tcmporary relic .to falAiies unt.r

Job counsling is p:-ovi(1..ed by ine PCC' s; thd pajority of

yhich is uf;o6 to

Centers rake referrals.

A3.:nost one out of tarsi_. PCC S OV i nd 7 yidual , marital ,

and group cbunnellmj on a formal . the e Centers , there is

a trained prof.cs.sional either on the full-6.1:1c staf F., or on a

consultant basis, who has spe.cific and often crmoing appointments

with parents.

Informal counseling is conducted at a number ofPCC's. This

generally means that-parents either should or do feel welcome to

stop and chat with staff about anything which Is bothei-ing them.

In these .Canters a friendly supportive atmosphere, along with the

provision Of a sounding board, is the approach to emotional and

interpersonal problems.

A substantial number of centers. have no counseling service.

Particularly in the area of individual and marital counseling,

most of these Centers rely on referral to other. agencies. Group

counseling is not provided-by or through nine Centers.

Tahle 12, below,, shows the number of agencies with.whichPCC's

maintain relationships. pst of these are agencies to- which Centers

refer members for various Services. Nine of thePCC's have a list

of agencies which they either give to participants or to which staff

refers when the need arises.



ti' !::).1.(2 1.2 A,...,ncic.F-2 to which ITC's rk,,laL'u.

NO. OF ;'CC

i

.

I

,

.

I. MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS

Ldcal health clopartm:.-mt 25
.

Hosr::ital , O.
Neighborhood health center' 20
Other me:ijczd organi%ations , .18

Maternal /child health ccnter 13
Veterans Ac.-Iminitration 12
Visiting Nurs'e AssociatiOn 9

Medical society 7
1

.

i

II. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
.

Head Start 26
Elementary schdols . 21
Higher education institutes 21
Secondary schools 13
Pivate schools 7

LI
.

_

III. COMMUNITY AGENCIES

Religious organization 23
Community Action Program 21
Child care center. 21
Neighborhood service program 18
Philanthropic organization ,

.

6

IV. SOCIAL AGENCIES

Psychological service 24 1

Other social service/counseling 18

.

V. PUBLIC AGENCIES

Welfare department 31
Employment office 19
Other public department

:

14
n

VI. BUSINESS, CIVIC, AND LEGAL ORGANIZATIONS

Legal Aid Society 21
Bar .Association .

.
3

i Other legal organization .

.
7

Business organization 12-
1

Civic organization 8
i Label:. organization -

. ,

. ,
. ,

.7
.

, .

Base. 5.)
.

33
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It tharlost rntIrs de havc. a social

ervice cc,7,1pnnent, and that Cerfaborticin 1.1as bccn

with maw! 'r)r]rib\' crc.ie' IL should ho noted tbat jn the

above table only Uiose listincTF. were co.onted in v7hi6h the specific -

person tvr,jcally contacted coul,:t. be stuITAied. Thus, all of the

.above reprcont at least somr, miniral level of act:A:Jai-cooperation_

The majority of Centers do sem to serve -a coordinating neehanisIll

for their membership.

Summary

In summary the following points' can bo made about what parentr,

do at the PCC and about certain aspects of their membership:

1. The average parent the CCR sample has been

a PCC 'member for one and one half years.

2. PCC members engage primarily iri the following

educational activities, as reported by Directors

and program staffs:- child development; hOme

management, e.g., nutrition and cooking; con-

sumer education and budgeting, sewing; health

education; adult education; and career develop

ment.

3. Fifteen Cethrs maintain affiliations with

colleges, at which courses in child development,

social services, English, and home economics

are offered.

SI



4 All PCC's servcc,

Centers eithe::: provide or refer .t

variety of social hn-counsclin2 servico.

In addition, the .majority of-PCC's,havn

established a cooperative relationsM7 with

a large number of agencies in the communi::y.

Comparison of EAI with CCR data.

Althoug1-1 some of the PCC's now in operation wnre not

years ago, others have replaced then ; KAI and CCR liave both

obtained data from 33 Centers. Thus, direct comparisons of

numbers of PCC's providing various services or proc;rams can be

e
Madet In comparwith KAI's findings of'two years ago, the

present siriey shows that:

... Child development education availability

has increased sharply. Twenty-eight Centers

offer educaticin in this area now; only 16

did two years ago.

OS Home management education is now given at

virtually every PCC. Every topic area shows

more PCC's offering now than two years ago.

Some examples: nutrition (30 PCC's now versus

12 two years ago); sewing (28 now versus 23).;

consumer education (27 now versus 11); home

repair (14 now versus 3).

-,`
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-!se Ives .

mc'ilt..7.1 care

Did not receive

No answer

Ur.).
1

(4-i,A 1 (39,...) (G2,..)

196 I. 145 i 51
I

(51) I ( `..; ;3 ) ( 3 7
. I

7 6 1
I

( ) 1;( ) H ( 1 ) ')-2

;

385- 219 1 136

Approimately one half, or 182, of therespondents report

receiving !;(:)Mf.2 hind of medical services as a ...unction of their

PCC slemb2rship. The proportion of respondents reportin such

care is considerably hiher in rural than in urban areas.

CCR's findings i,igree with I:Al that "tho succassful efforts of

many of the rural Centers to devrilop and coordinate medical

resources for the PCC families are-impressive."2 Rural

parents themselves mentioneC: this aspect mor4-! fref.luently than

their urbap cou.,Iterparts when describing in their own woi'.ds

what PCC me.1:)ership has fneant to them (see Table on page 5().

note on terminology in the following discus in a

PCC may p?rform three differ(' functions i,11 the medical area.

1
Chi-s,..,ur:o of 1E,.7 with roc:, c r

) ue di.; astrdtt..

coillinency at the .'dGl

nationll
1.

36

.1. CI C! !:;\ ) l a .1
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One is direct mdieal service -- usually fist aid or th :: admini-

stration of propll-ietary me:iication:: such as aspirin at the

Center. Virtually every PCC does that. Second is csrdin:Itinn

of service m:Ozing ap,)ointments, trLnsportation to same, and.

any required follow-up (inclu;di g record keepin9). Most Centers

3o.that,
toO. l'inallyi_there is securing medical care actually

starting a service in the community, or at least making an already

existent one available to enrolled families. Relatively few PCC's

have done that. It is impossible to say exactly how many; doing

so involves interpretation of terms, However, in the discussion

that follows, the word "ecured" will be used aS a compromise

among "gave directly," "provided" (Which implios that) , or

"coordinated." CCR's feeling is that participants do not ma)ze

.such fine distinctions. With respect, to impact', they tend simply

to perceive whether-a service is -there or not, not how it came.

about or any, arbitrary. typology of it.

At each Center, the PCC Nurse or the health agency affiliate

was asked to fill out a questionnaire dealing with the medical

services secured for parents during the course of the past year.

Reports are available from 30 PCC's on,mediCal care. 'Of those

30 Centers, 25 state that they. secure some sort of medical

services to -3are,1-. Data on-te number, of adults receiving

check-ups, tets, or immunizations are presented in Table 14.
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Table 14. Numbers and kinds of checkups/tests and immunizations
given to PCC total parent population.

. .

SERVICE
NO. PCC's 1 NO. ADULTS

SERVING ADULTS; SERVED ..;

CHECKUPS/TESTS

Physical 16 587

X-rayl
.

14 345

Visionl . 10 318

Hea ing1
. 8 271

TB1 .

.

11 448

Simple anemias 9 271

-Sickle cell anemias 3 18

All 1Lead poisoning 2 15

IMMUNIZATIONS

Polio 5 134

Smallpox .

.

5 108

DPT j 3
ti 101

I

1

.

.,
Medlites - - .

IGerman measles - -

IMumps - - --

The treatments for medical illnesses secured for parents

are presented in Table 15, below.

1 Numbers reported for these checkups
these are not part of a genera

ss

refer to instances when
physical examination.
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Table 15. Number and kind of medical treatments: total PCC
parent population.

SERVICE
NO. PCC's NO. ADULTS

TREATING ADULTS TREATED

Emergency 9 634

Sickle cell anemia 4
!

21

Simple anemia .6 34

Lead poisoning
..

- -

Malnutrition 1 . 1

Heart disease 5 6

Respiratory disease. 8 81

Back problems 7 11
Tuberculosis

2 4

Corrective operations 8 34

SkiA\ diseases A 14

Vitamins 6 63

The parent sample was asked to report whether or not they

had received any dental care as a function of their membership in

PCC.

Table 16. Number of adult respondents-who report receiving
dental services for themselves.

TOTAL i LOCALE
SAMPLE ! Urban Rural

Received dental care 90 i 38 .*52.

(23%) (15%) (39%)

Did not receive 281 205 76
(73) (82) (56)

No answer 15
(4)

6

(3)

Base: 385 249

8

(6)

136

59
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As can be seen from Table 16, one out of every four respon-

dents reports receiving some dental services for herself. As

was the case with medical services, it is clear that a relatively

higher proportion of dental services are received by parents in

rural PCC's.. In the parent sample, 22 parents report receiving

false teeth, 39 report extractions, 41 report fillings,and

42 report cleanings.

Twenty-one.Centers report that-they secure dental services

to parents.- Each of these Centers was asked to provide data on

the number and kind of dental interventions secured for PCC adult

members during the past year. These data are presented in Table

17, below.

Table 17. Number and kind of dental treatment reported given
to PCC total parent population.

SERVICE
NO. OF PCC's : NO. ADULTS

TREATING ADULTS : SERVED'

Checkup 14 389

Cleanings 13 297
Fillings 13 281
Extractions v 15 262

Peridontal work 8 122

Fluoride treatments 6 119

False teeth 10 77

b. Education component

Below are presented the numbers of currently enrolled PCC

mothers and fathers who have participated in the various PCC

education programs and activities during the past year.

60



Table 18. Number of mothers and fathers participating in PCC
edubational piograms.

CLASS
TOTAL NO.
MOTHERS

TOTAL NO.
FATHERS

Child development 1,145 126

Home managgInent

Nutrition 1;062 19

Menu planning 928 5

Cooking 986 5

Sewing 919
.

Consumer education 965 28

Purchasing clothing 786 17

Budgeting 872 81

Home repair 445 122
Housecleaning 285 15

Health

992 72.
mHealth/first aid/hygiene

Family planning 963 60

Career development

Child care career 311 16

All other skills/trades 95 46

Arts/crafts/hobbies 60
A

-
.

Basic adult education 105 16

Personal appearance 441. .

Other 76 3

-

The table enumerates 121 parents currently receiving basic adult

education. Eleven PCC's offer such courses, and these report an
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average of ten GED'sobtained by parents currently enrolled. Since

the number of Centers affording basic education has not changed

since the KAI study two years ago, it may be inferred that PCC is

producing a relatively steady flow of parents who, are earning'high

school equiValencies.

., Nationwide there are-currently 1,799 mothers,512 fathers, and

332 other'family members involved in all, educational activities.

Thus, there are 2643 adults involved in these programs. There is

no way of assessing objectively at present just what the "true"

impact of these activities is on the parents involved, but it can

be said that on the average eighty low-income parents are receiving

education in certain critical areas at each PCC. Moreover', as will

be discussed further on in this report, parents themselves feel

that they are learning a great deal.

As stated earlier 15 PCC's have college affiliations.

In those 15 PCC's, .a total of 157 current parents have either

completed their college work or are'presently enrolled. Thirty-five

parents have drooped out of college. Table 19, below, shows the

number of parents who are currently enrolled or who nave finished

their course work.
MP.

Table 19. Number of parents, in college studies (Directors'
report).

MOTHERS FAT H ERS
Full-time Part-tire Full-tine Part-time
Students , Students Students Students

Completed curriculum 1 1 26 -3

In-process 12 .88 21

Total 13 1 114 ii 6 24

. 62
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. Of those 30 who have completed curricula, 14 received

associate or vocational degrees, eight received completion certi-
O'

ficates or something similar, the.remainder received nothing.

c. Social service component

The parent sample was asked to report whether the PCC had

given them any material help and if so to describe the kind of

help given. These data are presented in-Table 20, below.

Table 20. Material help reported by parent sample.

TOTAL SAMPLE

Food stamps GL-P- 28
(38%)

Find housing 13
(17) 1

. =

Provide clOthing or
things for home

36

(45)
I

Total 77

Note': Base is those reporting material aid.

Out of the total 385 parents interviewed,

report receipt of specific material. services. Thirty-six mothers

say they have received clothing and things for the home,

relatively few

war. V

28 report receiving food stamps, and 13 report that the

PCC helped them to find new housing.

In Table 21,below, are presented the number of referrals

to various agencies discussed by the CCR sample of parent

respondents.

63
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X

Table 21. Referrals to other agencies, based on those
reporting referral.

TOTAL SAMPLE

Legal aid or police 33.
(25%)

Welfare 24
(18)

Social service agency 90
(68)

Head Start 15
(11)

Day care 10
(8)

Housing Authority 12
.

(9)

Total: 184
Base: 133

Note: Multiple responses occurre-d,-percentaged to base.

Each Center was asked for data on the number of referralS to

other agencies and the number of referrals from other agencies.

These data are presented in Table 22. They cover the last year.

Table 22. Number of referrals to'and from other agencies for the
entire PCC membership.

REFERRALS REFERRALS
;

TO FROM .

Medical/health organization 2,026 262 [

_

Social service/counseling
___ __

1,454 . 583

Educational institution 337 ,
i

204

Religious/philanthropic
organization 30 5

Public departments 2,406 719.

Business /labor /civic
organizations 499 72

6,7
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These referrals represent impact at the immediate criterion

level. Without further study it is impossible to tell to what

degree the lives of people actually improved as a result of these

'referrals- to and.from.PCC. Nevertheless it can be assumed that_

in the case of such large numbers of referrals to health organiza-

tions, to social service organizations,.to'government departments,

and to other Community'agencies there has to be some impact on

families.

In Table.23 are the number of respondents who report having

been on welfare before joining PCC and.the number on welfare at.

the time of the study.

Table. 23. Number of parent remlondents who renort being on
welfare prior to PCC membership and at- the time
of the study.'

PRIOR TO PCC
MEMBEnSHIP

AT PRESENT TIME i

Receiving welfare 177
. -. (116%)

190
(49%)

Not receiving li5.. 154
(40) , I- (40)

No answer . 53 41

(14) . I (11)

Base: 385 385°

These data suggest that the actual number of people of welfare

has remained relatiVely stable over time.

In Table A are the number of respondents who report a joh

for a family member before jo'ininiJ PCC and the number who report

jobs at the time of the study.

65
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Table 24. Number of parent respondents who report someone in.

'the family having,jobs-priorto PCC menbrship and

at the time of the study.

PRIOR TO PCC
MEMBERSHIP

AT PRESENT TIME i

Employed 223 234

(58%) (61%)

Unemployed 162 151

(42) (39)

Base: 385 385

The data in both Tables 23 and 24 do not account for in-

dividual changes and movement. Additional inspection of data

not represented in the tables show that there are in our sample

147 individuals who wbre on welfare prior to PCC and who have

remained on welfare; there are also 123 individuals who were not"`

on welfare prior to PCC who continue not to be on welfare. Thus,

there are 270 individuals whose status vis-a-vis welfare has not

changed. As Table 23 indicates, there are no data on 53 of the

remaining 115%respondents. Thus, there are 62 individuals whose

welfare status has changed. Of these, 26 were on velfare

originally, but are no longer on welfare and 32 woro not

on welfare originally but are on welfare now. As severalparents

indicated, PCC has performed a service to some by helping them

obtain welfare. A few parents who are entitled to public assistance

and who needed it were either unaware or unable to be !nrolled.

Similarly, with respect t6 jobs, there are 178 familles in

which some member had a job, prior to PCC retibership and continuer

to have a. job: there arc 105 families in which no one had a job
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prior to PCC and in which no one has a job now. Thus, there are

283 families in which there has beep no change. Among the

remaining 102 families, 14 gave no answer, 39 included

a working member prior to PCC but currently no one has a job:

49' families were jobless Prior to PCC, but currently a family

member is employed.

In the families where jobs held previously are- no longer

'held, this seems to be primarily a function of pregnancy and

motherhood. In other words, a number of respondents indicated

that they were working, got into the PCC when they became pregnant

and simultaneously gave up their jobs.

Parents were asked a number of.guestions about their subjec:7

tive feelings of internal change, but one objective measure of

change which was sought, was an answer to the question of whether

or not PCC parents had become interested in any outside community

groups or boards since they joined PCC.

Table 25a. Participation in community groups and on local

boards since joining the PCC,

VOW

.
TOTAL SA:=PLF,

.

Participate in community groups r-

.

1Q2
(20)

Do not participate
263

No answer
1

20
(6)

f .
.

ase ..
.

S 85



Table 2515i. Nature of participation.

-52-

TOTAL SAMPLE

Social groups
(18%)
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StI.Erata of Parent Services

With regard to medical, dental, educational, and public

cervices obtAined while members of Parent-Child Centers, the

following E:oints. have been established:

1.. Almost half (47%) of all participants have secured

medical aid, with rural members (621 being more

likely recipients than urban

Half us many (23) have obtained dental car.e, the

division again favorng rura/ (39) over urban 15%),

3. Enrollment in PCC-provided educati.onal curricula

considerable.,inv6Iving 512 fathers ilc witt'. 1,299
mothers, Home management accouns for the .grealkr

part c p t cpton. b7.1t ore O0 are expose

to family planninq, 127 are gwining e4ucation drecte,J

at chi Id care careers, and 121 are taking basic adult

certcate courses.

4.,! One r=dred f are caking colleIe courses:

30 current parent have already completed their

Dchedules, with 14 of these receiving associate

or vocational des,

5 Centers havi. ft:4th: :nore 6,000 reorvals

to community ,:i.t.s.:nc:02-a (t:C,r all r,..onf,)

paat 7cf.3r.

E Sliqr;l'i rr!r: ::ant.11

lhelp than they r. )o1:11,n

moro havwl.

OCOA0;:IC in bot'n way

'; 4,ft 1 ,
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7. Finally, among the parents sampled, a fourth arc partici-

pating with community groups or boards. Much of that participa-
.

tion concerns educational groups, mainly m's.

Comparison of with CC:? data

The only point of direct comparison between .the studies

in thiSparent-oriented section involves educational participa-

tion:1

.. Involvement. with ?CC courses has risen more'

than 2001. For example, 1,081 parents are now

reported in nutrition courses, as compared with 322

in the Kirschner data. regarding consumer education,

962 are now enrolled versus 262. The.smallest increment

occurs for sewing, 919 now against 169 the -- almost

a 100% expansion of particip ation.
.

... A significant point is the current involvement of

fathers in PCC progra KAIJound an 4-ssentially"

negligible proportion of 'men in Cnter 2course,:,- :CCR.
A

reports 12 , compared wIth 1.799 mothors.
4

Not only are PCCofferin lore :=.ervices, !,:ut they ar4f

also servin,7 more fami:.. me;--tera.

1, Data :,:rcm
this ari-J:t. 7

reeortcd t-y tatf.
-/

e.
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2. SUBJECTIVE nrAsuRns OF .P.TACT

Perhaps the most convincing evidence of:PCC impact comes from

the subjective reports of the participants themselves. In Table

26 are data on the effectiveness ratings of PCC's from the parent

sample.

Table 26. Ratings of effectiveness n helping the respondent
families.

DEGREE OF PCC
-EFFECTIVEESS

i TOTAL
SAMPLE

Very effective 273
(71%)

Somewhat 78
(20)

Slightly 17
1 (4)

10.

Not effective 9

(2)

No answer 8

(VI

!lase: 385
.a.m....*11......nr*.1.

As can be seen from Table V."), the vast r3 Cr of the

-respondents feel that the FCC has been very helpful to then.

7wenty percent of the fla:nt":10 doe reserve j:c1(17:ent.., however.

It is. intere.5.tinq to note that in cornparinq the se findings.with

those of Table 37, the proortion of parentr. ..Jho feel that PCC

has bi.'!en -very effiective- hfqpinn th

proporton feel that PCr ha been -vey effntive- in

helpint; the

Parent. ,:r;r;e it }.stir fie of 6---;.e-enr!0,,I w:.th re

cord hce.; the r7C :tffect a',4ec-tr, of thlr
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Self-renort of whit PCC membership haS meant:

First, parents were asked to describe in their own words all

that being a PCC member has meant to them and their families.

Faced with such a large, unstructured auestion, a number of mothers

showed some obvious unease at the start. However, after thinking

for a moment, almost everyone opened up remarkably and talked at

length about what the project has done for them. Almost all of

the responses were positive, and often strongly so. Fewer than

one in twenty took a negative tone.

Table 27. Summary of verbal report from parent sample as to
how PCC has affected their lives.

TOTAL
SAMPLE

LOCALE
Uz an P.Tr7r3-

Parent learned about
children

198
(51%)

; 133
(53%)

65
(48%)

Parent is less shy, can i 190 i 118 72

discuss problems (49) I (47)' (53)

Children are smarter 1.82 I 120 62

I (47). j (48) 1 (46)

Children less shy, more 147 96 51

independent (38) 1 (39) p (37)

Parent learned home- 136 79 57

raking skills (35) I (32) 1 (42)
,

More free tire 77.' 46 31

(20) (18)
1

(23)

Received medical. 56 li 20 36 ,

counselinn ay.:1 (15) l*-- (8) j (26)

Receive-.! .food, r.4terials 18
1

7 11 i

(5) i (3)
; (8) i

Dane: 385 ' 249 : 136

Note: Multiple answers occurred.

1
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Major mentions dealt with educational aspects -- that parents

had learned about their children or about homemak14g ;%nd that

children themselves have learned much.. It is interesting how

frequently the process of socialization comes up. Half .(49%) of

the parents said that they had become more able to relate with

others, to talk about themselves and their problems openly and to

take part in group activities. More than a third (38%) described

the same benefit on behalf of their children.

Also of note is the relatively low level of mentions of

medical or counseling benefits. One may'speculate that medical

aid, in particular, stops. being a major perceived plus once it

becomes a reality. When it is a need, it is perhaps the most

important. aspect; but when it is obtained, it is taken more or

less for granted. Mentions of medical benefits were higher in

rural areas than urban because such care is harder to come by

outside the cities.

Changes in feelings as mothers:

Then, they were ask-ed to tell whether their feelings about

being a parent had chanced, and if so, how. Seventy-two percent

of the-sample described change which could he considered positive,

20% reported no changes in thoir feelinqs about being a

parent, and no one reported negative change. The kinds of changes

perceivca and described by the motherg, involve both cognitive and

affective.change. The followino are verbatim examnles of the kinds

of changes described.

t
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"PCC taught me to have patience - taught me to take responsibility

towards my family in health aspects - before I let things go -

never took the trouble to take them for shots - I had a horrible

temper - used to hit the children a lot - now I listen to them

and don't hit them. My oldest used to cringe when he saw me coming,

but no more - and he's even told me about the difference."

"PCC made me a mother - before that I just gave birth - I used to

runaround with men a lot and I felt the kids just bogged me down -

but now I really enjoy them."

"Made me feel a lot more comfortable about being a mother - I used

to whip the children - but I don't do that any more."

"With children I used to lose my patience. They taught me how a

child of certain ages should act so I gradually became'a better

mother. I was able to control my temper and respond in a better

attitude. I didn't know how to handle their fighting and screaming.

Then I saw how PCC teachers operated and I learned."

"I've learned that kids are individuals - before I just raised

them - clothed and fed them. Now I'm aware of even little differ-

enees and praise them and give them credit for what they can do at

their own speed. I feel therefore I'm a better parent, and an

important person. Before I felt that anyone cooid do this job."
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"I understand now that a mother has to do much more than just be

there. I feel important as a mother."

"I used to shout and holler at the kids all the time. I feel

better because I'm not being mean to them - I also have fun with

them now."

"Being a mother makes me feel important know I'm really doing

something for them."

"I used to whip first and ask questions later."

"I love the childreq a lot more. There are things that you don't

appreciate until you learn about them. You appreciate them for

what they are,-little individuals. You can't love a child enough.

Before I didn't really like children."

These comments are highly representative of what was said by

the 277 mothers who described changes in their feelings as mothers.

Essentially, according to subjective reports, there have been marked

changes in the following:

1. decrease of corporal punishment

2. increase in responsible care: e.g., health

nutrition, etc.

3. recognition of the needs of children

4. recognition that motherhood involves skill

and knowledge

5. increase in enjoyment of children and in

feelingts of ,;v11-competcnoe.

I')
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The highest percentage of mothers report positive changes

in their feelings as mothers. A far greater number of women

report changes in this area than they do ir\the other areas

about which they were questioned: i.e., horemaking and feelings

about self. There are a number of possibilities as to why this

should be the case. PCCi have stressed child development above

all else. Thus it is not surprising that more mothers have

experienced change in this area than in any other. In fact,

these data suggest that the respondents in our, sample have

genuinely. internalized PCC values. It is also possible that it

is less threatening to admit to changes in mothering than in the

self: a number of mothers who reported changes in their feelings

about being' mothers said that there was no way in which the PC'C

had changed their feelings about themselves and that they've

always been "fine." As was already pointed out, txlme mother.` see

the program as one which is advantageous to children, but they

deny any need of the program for themselves. This is analogous

to the well-known clinical phenomenon of the mother who insists she

has come for treatment only for her child, not for horflolf.

Changes in feelings as a homemaker:

Forty-ono percent of our sample report, positive changes in

their feelings about being homemakers and 581. either report

no change or say they can't think of any chan,fies,,'t

in this area. The following coments are (1:tito ch,tractoriv,tic

or what has been said by t. hose who r,mort Ohanee.



"Used to spend my whole check in a few days and then we'd have
`nothing left to eat. I learned to budget and plan."

"Before I didn't understand ways to helping myself - I couldn't
sew - couldn't cook - wasn't budgeting my money and now I do all
of this."

"I learned what we should be eating to stay strong and how to fix
it - didn't know how to read 'a thermometer or do anything in
health."

"I used to dislike everythibq about taking care of my house - now
it's kind of fun - 1 know I make it look nice and I like to have
people over to see it."

"My house used to be a pig'Pen and never had nothing nice about it.
I learned to make things for it and it really looks good."

Many programs do not stress homemaking skills to the extent
thatheystress child development. however, it is clear that
many motke"rs feel that they have b!.Nihelped in the following
areas:

1. budgeting

'2. shopping - food preparation nutrition

3. home decorating
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Changes in feelings about self as allfspon:'

Forty-two percent of all respondents described changes in
theitfeelings as people; 58% report no change, or
say that they cannot answer the question. The following examples
are typical of the kinds of responses given by women who report
change.

When I first joined PCC I was so shy I couldn't even talk on
the phone - this program brought me out of a shell and taught
me how to associate with people - I've gotten self-confidence -

for the first time I :now what's going on in the cornunity and
I can take part in it."

"I'm more easy with peoplo. I Used to be depesse(: all the
and just: stay in the house,

"If I have a problem I can count on them to'linten and to holn
and they have helped with many proble:-.5. Pefore I was, all: alone.-

1 .

'I feelftmore adquate as a person, my life has meartInc to

t-
My relationship .o my husband has imnroved because I have been
able to stand up to him in showing him how irportant a woman.`n
role is."

"I was wi(hdrawn, felt st;y And coul;Th't r-oet p$7!ooll:!. 'ItArt,ed
to feel noof.7,(1 And wane.ed lecause i was dotrw! volunteer at.

the rCente. I &ion't feel, f,::) isolate And itffsnt irro-re,



."1 am less nervous. 1 feel canted 71,.ore because people :sere care
about each other."

"I useduSed to be alone to the point of thinking about suicide. But

here I feel like I have a family and friends.'

"More patience. :.ore curiosity. !-!ort life."

°I,'m the best example. Tbree years ac:o I didn't talk to anybody.
Now I'm on the school board, and the welfare board, ana 1 spea);

to anybody."

Essentially the followinc changes are mentioned ;Iv the 1 61

.c.
wo:nen who fvel tba t they have chanoed as human

1 a decrease in shyne., an ability to relate

to people and to make friends

2. a decxease in feeIinos of isolzttion. In

fellns of t;einv: totally.wit'ncut f!Tport

or norturance from any source

3. increase in feelinnn of llelf-comipetence

zind of self-esteem

4. increar,e in feelint7s of pleasure AS

mothern, an5A beincri

S. diminotin in feelinos of ,;)rvxlety arW.

depresicn.

ANA



Mentions of nroblenn:

As .stated earlier, not every mother was-happy with her family's

experience ofsPCC membership. A few were.decidedly negative. and

comments representative of the major problems follow.

They hire people who don't live here. There are a lot of people

here - good ones - who need the work. You can nee that. Yet they

went ltul the way to (city :in next county) to hire someone. And ry
husband wanted` to join. the Board but they wouldn't pay for his

time off frpm work. It taken three days and he can't afford that..

They paid for another family, but we couldn't join.-

",hey say 'hev n ore oing to cme to.your house and work with your

child such and such a tire, but they don't come. I know ono

familv that ouit because nobody ever care. If they say they're

going to come. ev should core - what's tne point?"

'They said vou could come-here and i t training for )cb ;r;',1

didn't get Job training.

think that instexd of -fu!:i.t coming -they nould helo train you

and c;et you a job.. Becau-ne when your children to you

can''t core to the Center ar,ymore,.-

"I would like to take r,ore than one courne, It 'should have

activitien and stipndn or get os a job to 1.f;.e our nkills.

SO



""I got what 1. didn't expect - a headache and a lot of ;,sunder-

standing and conl'usion-. 'They shpuld take

ntot all this confuon.-

cart of business and

(O. Han: being it PCC merber helped you?) -Tor rle or the chi

no Thki accent is on fet,fling them well.. It's not balan . in 1fi

clans, They Could do more. things; We need a :p.ey,*. systoti of ;

; .

transportation. They eat, sinq, and qo

didn't expect all this stuff of chaning ")irectors, overy two

months. They should have parties for -;id s .and parens.-
!

,

1

Jiy chil=j co:ner.:: here on a week - about one hour

nhould spend r.ore time and 1,.ney on tho- children; les.s on adults.

Kids get .a*,,3 with mother in the room."

The Center should have more aayq for children to come to classes

and more hour-:;: l'eache.r<1. on t teach thri. anything.-

should :,;e:t free medicine for ny chiId and me,'
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As can be seen from Table 35, children in' almost ohe out

lok three families have had dental care and in the rural areas

this proportion is substantially higher. Of the 3.05.mothers

who report dental care for their children, 77 report dental

checkups and 55 report cleanings and fillings.

The dhta provided by Cehter staff on dental interventions

provided to PCC children at 20 PCC's are presented in Table 36

below.

-Table 36. Dental care securedfor PCC children and the number
of Centers reporting each kind of service.

'

SERVICE

NO. PCC's
SECURING FOR
CHILDREN ,

NUMBER OF
CHILDREN
SERVED

Checkup 19 856

Fillings 16 ', 402

ExtraajOns 14 168

.Clenings__ 15

..

1436

Fluoride 11 ;257

Peridontal work 5
/I

94

False teeth 1 /

.

2

The parents in the CCR sample were asked wh ther their

children are given a meal or snack at the PCC. inety-one

percent of the parents answered affirmatively. In fact, meals

are provided by 30 PCC's.. Three of these Centers provide

two full meals a day, 20 provide a meal and a snack, four

provide one meal, andhe remaining three haite snacks only.

In addition, nine PCC's report that a total-of 15 children

are maintained on special physician-prescribed diets.
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Thus, in terms of objective measures it can be said that

through PCC a large proportion of .children get medical care,

a substantial number of children get dental service, and a

vast. majority of children are given some nutriment.

2. SUBJECTIVE MEASURES OF IMPACT

t

Par nts were asked, to rate the effectiveness of the PCC
,

in terms of services for children. These data are presented

in Table 37 below.

Table 37.Ratings_of PCC effectiveness in helping the'children
of respondents.

TOTAL.
SAMPLE

Very 316
(82%)

Somewhat 51
(13)

Slightly 14
(4)

Neit very 5 *
(1)

Base: 385

As can be seen fZm'Table 37, the overwhelming majority

(82%) of,parents interviewed feel that their PCC has been very

effective in helping 'their children: That figure may. be com-

pared directly with the 71% who ruled their PCes as very
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effective in helping the family as a whole (Table 26 on page 55)

This could be a function of the fact' that a number of interviewees

clearly deny any need of the program for themselves and say that

they have joined only for thechild's sake. There. are also a

number of mothers who expected to get jobs and material services

who feel they have not gotten as much as they would like. These

ire the mothers who feel that the needs of children are more

easily met than the needs of adults. They feel that while the

. needs of children have been met, their own have not been fully

met.
!

Parents were asked an open-ended question about what

theyifelt their children had derived from PCC participation.

Their an wers were coded into the following categories:

cognitive skills, e.g., learning new songs, games, numbers, etc.,
1

social skills, e.g., decrease in shyness, less clinging to mother

and.increased interaction with othersyself-help activities, e.g.,

shoe tying,,physical development and general care.

The results of these tabulations are presented in Table 38 .

1

below,/

1
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Table 38.What PCC has taught children.

TOTAL
SAMPLE

1 Cognitive skills 240
(66%)

Social skills 24.3

(67)

_

Self-sufficiency
(tying own shoes,

etc.)
136
(37)

Physical 43
development. (43)

General care
i

.

17
(5) .

Total parents
reporting 363

As can be seen from Table 38, the majority of parents were

impressed with the increase in learning and in social skills

exhibited by their children. Many were also impressed with the

growth in independence of the children and their ability to

do things themselves. Many parents 'made the comparison between

their older children and their PCC children, or between their

PCC children and others in 1.1e-neighborhood,and felt strongly

that the PCC children were "way ahead" of the others. In fact,

when asked whether in their opinion .PCC had taught their children

anything useful,' 92% of the'parents said, "yes." The following

are some representative verbatim excerpts of the, kinds of answers
99
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given by mothers when they were asked to tell what their children

had derived-from PCC.

"He can grasp and he's been exposed to puzzles which I hadn't

thought of giving him. Being here with other children he's more

outgoing not onto me as much."

"He learned to talk fast? - he asks for what he wanes."

"They've. trained her how to eat by herself and play with

other children."

"My little girl has learned to talk with sentences. She is
. -

much more independent.,,.She can do more on .her own."

"He's not afraid of people -.learned to eat by himself."

"They learned how to put their clothes on correctly."

"He talks better. He learned to get along with others.. He's

less bashful. He don't cling to me now - more independent."

"Know shapes, colors, recite nursery rhymes - Then I teach

them at home so they won't forget. It gives them incentive

to learn."
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"He eats better, likes to investigate things and play with the

kids. He'learned to share."

"Taught her to play with toys, with other children, how to sing,

hang up her coat and dress herself. I see a lot of differences.

If I were staving at home with her she'd be on the cranky side."

"He can handle things. He knows who he is and,he can get

around by himself - dresses himself - even kncws where he lives.

And he has learned to share things which he didn't used to do."

"Sizes, shapes, learning to identify pictures. .He's learned

to talk more clearly - has picked up vocabulary. Button -

snap and zip, but nottie. Name, address, and phone. Just

complete different atmosphere."

Melt

"She .got potty trained here and, learned to brush her teeth. Now

she asks for snacks and vitamins at home. She sets table now.

She knows colors. She can dress and undress. She knows where

everything goes and 'the parts of the body."
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Summary of children's data

Overall the PCC's report a total of 3,174 children being
ti

served -- an average of almost 10. 0 per Center.

1. There is a slight preponderance of runabouts (2.5 years

or older) over toddlers (1-2.5 yrs.), and of toddlers

over infants JO-1-year). This finding can be accounted

for in terms of the age ranges adopted, i.e., the age

intervals are broader with increased age.

2. Enrolled children have a mean age of 26 months -- a

bit beyond the midpoint of the age range for PCC

enrollment.

Two thirds of the Centers separate the three children's

groupings for program purposes, although complete physical

separation is rare. As for location of children's sessions:

3. Twice as'many children are served at the PCC's as in

the home.

4. More than 500 are served in both places.

With regard to developmental models:

5. Most Centers reported either a general 1-11.1d development

scheme (79%) or a generally supportive setting (67%) or

both.,

6. Fifteen mentioned .structured learning programs and

eight the Montessori Method, there being considerable

duplication between those groups. By "structured" most

FCC's apparently refer to elements rather than'to an

entire planned program. 102
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3. An overall profile Of Directors' views aboUt the

importance of deVelopmental aspects reveals a decided

shift in thinking as the child grows older. Physical

development is considered most important for infants,

social/emotional for toddlers and even,more so for

runabouts, with cognitive development increasing in

importance with runabouts.

Reports of medical and dental servicesto children
*J "

from 30 of 33 PCC's. yield the following illustrative

figures:

1. Almost 2,000 children have received general physical

examinations, and more than 2,000 have received almost.

8,000 immunizations (DPT and polio being the most

frequent).

2. More than 3,500 cases of preventive or interventive

treatment are_reported.- Approximately two fifths of

the are emergency instances, with approximately 400

treatments each being given for respiratory diseases

and for simple anemia.

3 The Centers report 856-dental checkups and more than

40.0 mentions each of fillings and cleanings.

Thirty PCC'sserve food:

4. Twenty-seven of them serve, at least one full,meal
.

\per day. The .other three serve snacks only.
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Finally, 95% of the mothers in CCR's sample say they feel

their children have learned things since joining the Center:

'1. Mentions of social skills were on a par with cognitive

aspects -- 'two thirds of all parents who reported
\

something learned.

2 Physical development and self-sufficiency (in dressing

and personal hygiene) were each mentioned by approximately

two fifths of those mothers.

.104
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In this chapter will be presented the data.detcriptive of

PCC staffs: who they. are, what they do at the PCC4s. and what.

the community people working at the PCC's have derived from-the

expefience. The data come from one section of'the Director's

Questionnaire, which was completed by 32 of the 33 Centers

. .visited, and fran 32.7 staff members who were interviewed indi-
'

vidaally at the 33 Centers.

In terms of the' relative numbers of ,professionals and non

professionals involved, operat onal leadership of an area of

responsibility was adopted by CR as 4 de facto defihition.'of

1J"professionalism" mithout rega d to education. This seems to\
.

-

be the implicit-definition used at a majority_Of PCC'sand CCR

adopted it because the definition ofiDrofessional status

varies from Center. to Center without any consistency. Using

that definition, 160 professionals were drawn into CCR's staff

sample. An approximately equal number (167) of non-professionals

were interviewed as. well, .70 of whom were .or had been. PCC °Member

parents.

(

-A. WHO ARE THE PCC STAFF?

Sex

Data on they sex distribution of'staff members are derived

exclusively from the 327' staff interviews conducted by
e

CCR.

15
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tn,

,Table 39. Se .c of staff in CCR sample.
O

\

SEX TOTAL PROFESSIONALS
NON -

PROFESSIONALS'

Male 37- 25 12
(11%) (.16%) (7%)

Female 290 135 155
(89) (84) (93)

Base 327
I

160 167
4 I

PCC staffs, lie the adults whom they serve, are primarily

female in character. Almost nine out-of ten staff members are

women. Male staff members, where they exist at all, tend -to

be either Directors/Administratrs or Drivers/Maintenance'

personne1.7Che proportion of men in professional capacities

..is double that in non-professInal jobs, but even for the

former it reaches only 16% of the total number of professional

jobs.

Age.

Data on the age of PCC staff members are presented in

Table 40:

ti
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Table 40. Age of staff,in CCR sample.

AGE .TOTAL

f

NON-
.

P F PROFESSIONALS
,

,

30 or
under

150'
(6%)

76
(48%)

74
(44%)

/

i

31 o 40 85. 45. 40 .

1

(26) (28), (24)
_.,

41 to 50
!

,61 28. 33
1

k
(19) (18) (20.)

. 1 \ '.
51 and 30 10 20
over (9) (6) (12) .

*1-) answer 1 1 -
(*) (1')

Base - 327 160. 167
0

Almost .half. of the staff interviewed are 30 years of

age or younger. More than an additional fourth are betWeen

31 and O. The age.distribution.of non-professionals is very

similar tothat of professionals. Also, staff member are

for the most par peers in' age of parent partNi\cipants. However,.

28% of the staff sample is over 40, Whereas only 5% of .the

parent-sample is over 40.

Education

Datai on the educational Lackground of PCC total professional

staff', and of the CCR professional staf,sample., respectively,

are presented in Table: 41a & b below. In Tqble 41a the number in.

parentheses under each staff position indicates the number of

people at all PCCsf1 in that position.. FM/purposes/ of dat
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reduction, where there is more than one professional within a

particular job category at any given Center, the average number

of years of education for the job category is presented here.

/

Table 41a. Educaltion of total PCC professional staff; average .

educational level for-each job category.

. .

EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL'
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E4 .0".
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04 **---
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I C4
Ci) 0
H H .....
Z ,54 rl
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; 42.. E-I s-.
lq
!Q

Z
0
Ei

E-4 4:
0 ()
::r.f--
cii 2

'-
00

: -1
<
()H ''''`
e4 r-
c.0.--
.4
0

9 years pr
fewer.

_ .

.

_ -

High school or
equivalent .;

4 -

.., ..

.

-- 2 3 1

...

'Some college/
business school -

_

- 2
.

College degree 11 i 2 5
j13

11 14 5 1

__-

-

Graduate work
or degree 14 i 1

. ,.

1 t 6

I

4 -

.

-
,

No answer - - 1 2 -

No. of Centers
with that
position

32 10 28

)

1

I18
I

I

16 13
i

4 6

Total professional staff members = 192

At 25 Centers the Directors have at least a college

degree; 14 have gone on to graduate work. At six Centers the

average education of the Parent Educators is at 1,ast a college

degree, at four CenterS it is less. At 19 Centers the

b08
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N_

average education of the Child Educators is at least a college
degree and at five it is some colleg.. At four Centers the

average education of the Child Educators is a high school degree
or less: The average education among Social Service Supervisors
and Nurses at the vast majority.df Centers where they are

employed is,a college degree. The incidence of college educa-
tion or beyond, amo 'ng p5dfeSsidnal staff, as reported by

Directors,is 43%.

Table 41b. Education of professional staff in CCR sample.

EDUCATIONAL ,

LEVEL_ :. PROFESSIONALS

9 years or
..fewer 14

(9%)
.

High schoolor
equivalent 17

(11)

Some college/
42

.

business school
(26)

College degree 52
. . (33)

Graduate work:
33or degree
(21) /

7- No answer 2
(1)

gase '

160

Among the 160 professionals interviewed.py CCR staff at
33 PCC's, 54% have obtained a college degree, some going on to
graduate work. The somewhat greater proportion of better
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educated professionals found in the CCR sample (as contrasted

with the total PCC population) is probably a function of the

CCR effort to interview the leadership position-for any

component within a PCC. Thus, for instance, there are 66

"professional Child Educators at 28 Centers. CCR staff did

, not interview every Child Educator; rather, those in super-
/

visory positions were selected. It. is probable that those in

supervisory positions have attained a h5gher level of education

than the professionals whom they supervise. Also, as has

been-explained, information obtained from the Director was

averaged in those:cases of multiple staff within a job

category. The data from CCR interviewing were not averaged,

but represent, individuals. ,Thus, in averaging there could

have been a bias toward a slightly lower level of education.

Data on the educational employment requirements for the 488

PCC total non-professional staff sample are presented in

Tables 42a .& b below. In Table 42a the number in parentheses

under each staff position indicates the number of people, at

all PCC's within that position. All other numbers in the table

refer to the number of. Centers which do or do not maintain

educational requirements.

' Directors could not be expected tot specify. the exact number

of years of education for each and every PCC non-profqssional

staff member. Thus, they were asked only whether or not

their PCC had any educational requirements.
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Table 42a. Education requirementssfor total PCC non-professional
_staff.'

.
TEACHER
AIDES

(187)

SOCIAL
SERVICE
AIDES
(88) .

FOOD/
HEALTH
AIDES
(47)

DRIVER/
MAINTE-
NANCE
(52)

CLER-
ICAL

(58)

OTHER

(41)

High school or,
equivalent 11

:
4 ,

'8 -
.

1
.

13 2

No requirement 21 8 19 29 17 4

Number of cen-
ters reporting
that position 32 16 19 30 30 6

At the majority of Centers, there are no educatiopal re-

quiremehtS for non-professional staff. Teacher Aides, Social

Service Aides, and Clericals are expedted to have a high school

or equivalent degree.at nearly half the Centers. Of course

whether or not such a degree is expected provides only a lower

bound estimate of the number of people who have it. A more re-

presentative estimate of the educational level of non-professional

staff is available from CCR interviews with 167 non-professionals.

Table 42b. Education of non - professional staff in CCR. sample.

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL NON-PROFESSIONAL

9 years or fewer 58
(350

High school or
G.E.D.

63
(37)

Some 'college/
business school

44
(26)

College degree 2 .

(1)

Graduate work or
re-eiree '

.

Base 167

1
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Sixty-four percent of the non-professional staff inter-

viewed has at least pissed their equivalence or has gone further

and has had some college or business school.

It is interesting to compare the educational background of

those non-professional staff members who are also PCC parents,

with non-professional staff who are not parents, and_wlth the

,educational data on PCC parents already reported in the chapter

on parents. These data are presented in Table 43 below.,

Table 43. Educational ,background of non-staff. parents, staff
parents, and other non-professional staff in the

c.

CCR sample.

EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL

NON-STAFF
-PARENTS

PARENTS
ON STAFF

..,.

OTHER NON-
PRO STAFF

..:.

9 years or
fewer

95.,
(28%)

44
(38%)

22
(24%)

10 to 11 124 16 6

years (37) (14) (6)

High school/ 86, 32 35
G.E.D. (25) (28) (36)

Some or all 30 24 34
college (9) (20T (35)

Other 2 -
. .

-
(1) - -

No answer.
-... ..

. 2 - - -
(1) -

Base 339 1.
1162. 973.

.

1. This total represents the 385 parents in the parent sample
minus the 46 parents on staff. - .

2. This total represents the 29 parents on staff interviewed
as staff, and the 46 parehts on staff interviewed as parents.

3. This total represents the actual number of non-parent,
non-professionals on staff.
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Almost two thirds of the non-staff parents have not completed

high school (or its equiNalent). The corresponding proportion

is approximately half among staff parents, and it drops to less

than one third among, other non-professional staff members.

.Clearly the noltparents among the-non-professional staff have

had mciiw education' than either the parents on staff orl the

parents 'who ar4 not on staff. Nearly three quarters of these non-
1 .

parenti, have fished high school or have had at least some
s.11

college'. Of the parents on staff, 48% haire finished high school

or have had at least' some college. Among 'the non-staff parents

only 34% have finished high school or have had some college.

In the absence of widespread educational criteria for

. hiring parents, either most Directors or Advisory ,Councils

prefer family members with more schooling for staff positions,

or those parents who have had more education are more motivated

to seek PCC employment.

'Ethnic Background

The data on the ethnic background of the CCR sample are

presented in Table 44 below.

N.

1' I
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Table 44. Ethnic background of PCC staff inn CCR sample.
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ETHNIC
GROUPING 1 TOTAL

PROFES-
SIONALS

NON-
PROFESSIONALS

Black 134
(41%)

56
(35%)

78
(47%)

MexiOan-
f. /American
..,.

29

(9)

10
(6)

19
(11)

Puerto Rican/
Other Spanish
descent.

9

(3)

5.

(3)

4

.(2)

Other Cau-
casian

134
(41)

83
(52)

51
(31)

Indian 13
(4)

1
(1)

12

T1)

Oriental 7

(2)

5

(3)

2
(1)

Other 1

(*)
.

-,*

-
, 1

(1)
.

Base 327 160

...

16'

With respect to ethnic background, staff\sample proportions

yield a picture somewhat different from that of the parent
. 1 .

..
1

sample. The largest deviation involves Blacks and "Other

Caucasians." The latter comprise two fifths of the staff

sample, while accounting for but a quarter of the parent

,

sample. .Blacks represent 41% of staff, but 54% of.the\parents

interview9d. Points of disparity exist for other ethnic

groupings, too, but they are quite possibly a ±unction of

sampling fluctuations. Thus, for example, if a PCC in an

Indian area has many parents enrolled but a stinidomplement in



t1 normal range, CCR's very

an imbalance.

Another
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sampling objectives would create

point to consider is that over - sampling occured

with respect to professionals, to include the

components. Since the ethnic distribution of

(Black: 47%; Other Caucasian: 31%) is similar

-tribution-of the total PCC parent population

Other Caucasian: 26%), there would be greater

ethnic background of staff and parents if the

did not include a relatively large proportion

breadth of program

non-professionals

to the ethnic dis-

(Black: 55%;

similarity' between

CCR staff sample

of professionals.

Nevertheless, thereare fewer Black and more Caucasian staff

Members than is the case among parents.

Place of residence

Data on the number of staff who live in or out of the PCC

catchment area are presented in Table 45.

Table 45. Catchment area residence'of,staff in CCR sample.

RESIDENCE TOTAL
,

PROFESSIONALS' NON-
.PROS

Inside catch- 204 69 135
meet area (62%) - (43%) (81%)

,._

\Outside catch-*, 123 91 32
\ment area (38) (57)

. (19)

\

Base 327 160 167
1_

Slightly more than two ifths of the professAnals, as

contrasted with four fifths of the' non-professionals, live in

the immediate area of their PCC 's

1
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Summary

In summary the following points can be made about PCC

staff:

-1) PCC staff in 89% of the CCR sample are females.

The higher proportion (16%) of males occurs

among professionals.

2) In the CCR sample professionals and non-professionals

alike tend to be 30 or under (46%). An Additional

26% are between 31 and 40.

3) In the CCR sample of professionals, 54% have a college

degree or have done some graduate work. In the total

PCC professional population 43% have had this amount

of ,education.

4) In the CCR sample of lion-professionals, 63% have finished

high school or have some additional college or business

school experience.

5) Non-professional staff who are not PCC parents have on

the average attained a higher of education than

havePCC parents-on staff. PCC parents on staff tend

to be better educated-than are their non-staff counter-

parts.

6) The ethnic background of PCC professional staff does

not exactly match the ethnic background of PCC parents.

Professional staffs are weighted more heavily in the

direction of Caucasians than the parents, who are pre-

dominantly Black. Non-professional staffs are repre-

sented in approximately the same ethnic ratios as the

paFents they serve.

...... ..

1.16
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7) Forty-three percept of the professionals and 81% -of

.

the non-professionals live within the catchMent area.

Comparison between KAI and.CCR staff data.

Data from the CCR staff 'sample show a marked similarity

on all of the variables cbvdred thus far: i.e., sex, age,

education, ethnid background, and residence within the catch-

ment area. In a number of instances the data are almost iden-

tical. For instance, KAI reports 86% women on the total PCC

staff; CCR reports 89%. KAI reports 60% of all PCC employees

as catchment area residents; CCR reports 62%.

B. WHAT DOES., STAFF DO AT THE PCC?

Job Descriptions

The variety of professional staff positions have already

been presented in the context bf the discussion in the previousl

section of this report on staff educational background. For

:the purposes of clarity, since these positions will now be

. discussed according to job function, they ares presented ohce

again in Table 6.
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Table 46. Number of total professional and non-professional
staff members reported by 32 PCC Directors;

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
NUMBER OF
STAFF MEMBERS

f
NUMBER OF
REPORTING
POSITION

PCS
THE

Directors ' 32
.

32

Site Supervisors 10 6

Administrators . 13
, 13

Parent Educators 13 10

Child Educators 66 28

Social Service.
Supervisors 26 18

Nurses
17 16 -

Health Educators 8'
.

. .

4

Clerical

.

7 6

Total 192' 32

NON-PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Teacher Aides 202
32

Social Service
Aides 88

16

Health/Food Aides 47 19

Drivers/Maintenance 52 30.

Clerical
58 30

Other ,

41 6

Total 488 118 32
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Among professional staff, a Director is the only position

which is common to.all .PCC's, Directors describe their jobs as

one which requires them to act as administrators, as staff .

) supervisors and as community organizers. Directors vary a

great deal'in the degree to which they stress one aspect or

'another of their jobs.

All rural PCC'S have more than one site. Since Alaska was

not covered and the two sites of Lafayette, Georgia\(Dalton

and Summerville)-were treated as independent Centers in data

analysis, there are nine other rural Centers in the study,

comprising a total of 27. "operating" sites (where

child and/or parent activities are provided). One urban PCC has

a second site as well, all others being single-location Centers.

Of the total of ten multiple-site Centers surveyed, four

have an overall Director who heads day-to-day operations at

one of the sites. Other Directors head central staffs at

"non-operating" sites located anywhere between' 15 and

100 miles from the operating ones. /

To complete the leadership picture, six Centers have

'established the position of Site Supervisor -- there being

ten of these in total. Si4 Supervisors act as "Directors-
_

on-location," although every one reports to his or her overall

Director. Sites withno specially designatedsupervisor are

administrated through telephone communications and visits by

the overall Director.

Thirteen Centers have an Administrator or an Assistant
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Director position. The Assistant, Director either takes over

most of the administrative effort and allows the Director to

act as a staff superv.isor, or he acts as the overall supervisor

and allows the Director to devote his time to administrative

issues. Most of these Assistant Directors are in urban Centers.

. Parent Edud,ators are reported by ten, and Child Educators

by 28 of the Centers. Operationally, it is extremely.-

difficult to separate these two classes of staff. Except for

those ten Centers where there is a Parent Educat6r whose work

is clearly with parents, the work of the Child Educator in many

Centers is with parents as well as with children. In other words,

in many Centers the Child Educator, variously called Infant

or. Toddler Coordinator or Childhood Specialist has the res-

ponsibility of discussing the progress and behavior of each child

with the parent. 'It is these discussions which form the core of

the parent program in early childhood in these Center4. Thus, it

should be clear that the Child Edpcators in many Centers where

there is no Parent Educator do 1 great deal of parent education.

For'the purposes of data analysis, those who work with children

--primarily are 'classed as Child Educators. Those who are classed

as Parent Educators have the primary responsibility for the parent

education program. Not all of these Parent Educators teach

child developmentv some of them teach family life education or

home management. Three'Centers have two different parent

education positions; one Parent Educator teaches parents about

,early childhood, the other teaches fa6ily life education.
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.

Eighteen Centers report a Social Service Supervisor.

Several Centers ha e, more than one Social Worker on staff.

These are the Centers\in which each family is assigned to a'

Social Worker, or a Social Work Aide, who is responsible for

seeing at least the mother on a weekly basis. Social Workers

NiEry-markedly in terms both Of education and of overall

orientation. At 11 of the 18Centers, the social. workers

..have a College degree (btit. not MSK, at two of the Cente4

they have less than a college degree And at five Centers they

h'ave had some graduate work or have an actual degree in social

work. Some of these Social Workers emphasize referral to,\and

coordination with, other agencies and arrangements for the_\

delivery of material services; others emphasize counseling and

psychOtherapeutic relationship with clients.

Sixteen PCCishave Nurses on staff. Those with none rely

on other staff members to serve a liaison function between PCs.. f ' I

client, and medical facility. In those Centers which do have

a Nurse on staff, she maintainsimeo gical records on each family,
\

Temindsmothers when appointments are due, follows up to. see

Ivo

whether the appointment was kept, and serves in the role of

Health Educator. Some PCC Nurses also give some direct service

to children, e.g. shots, eye tests, follow up on prescriptions.

At four Centers there are Health Educators. These are

found generally i9 the Centers which have no Nurse on staff;

they_takAl ver the coordination and educatigarmfunctions. The
/

Health Educator may also teach such topics as nutrition,

although this be the function of the Parent Educator. Finally,,
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professional. clerical staff are maintained at six PCC's. These

individuals are generally Data Coordinators or Bookkeepers.

Among non-professionals, the largest job category is

Teacher Aide. Among Teacher Aides, especially for those who

Make home,yisits as part of an outreach program, the distinc-

- tion between teaching parents and teaching children is so

blurred that mine has been made. Typically, for in-Cehter

programs, Teacher' Aides help the educators with 'the children.

HoWever,

parents.

0,
/.

.in many PCC's they alsO spend considerable time
.
with

In the outreach programs they spend equal' time with

mothers and with children, because both 'are met together.

Social Service Aides are reported in 16 Centers'

As with their supervisor's, their job descriptions vary.gr atly

according to whether they,are assigned a case load of families

for whom they have primary. esponSibilityunder supervision,

or whether-they have a partiou set of functions,' e.g. organi-
. .6

zation of PCC recreationalevents, arranging for and taking ,

families.to appointments, .etc.

Nineteen Centers have Health or Food Aides whos

typically to help prepare and serve' the meals to fo

although they may assist the Nurse as well.

children,

Drivers/Maintenance positions are reported by' 30 of

the Centers.' Drivers bring children and famiiies*to and from.

the Center, and/in the majority of Centers take faMilies to

their various appointments and activities.,
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Non -professional clerical positions are maintained ,at'nearly

all Centers. These people ,answer the telephone, type letters

'a d reports, and in most Centers-maintain records.,

It seems clear that the job description of, &ill, individual

ttaff member at a PCC depends on the organizationand overall

philosophy and operation of that particular Center. Withid

0 any two Centers two Child Educators, here one is visiting

homes and the other is in the Center, might have less in common

thwa Child Educator who visits the home would have 11.th .a

Social Work Aide who is working with mothers.in.the course of

visits to the home. In fact, in one PCC, the Social Work Aides

have recently acquired the task of infant stimulation during

their visitsto.the home.

Duration of employment.

Below are data On duration of PCC employment.

Table 47 Duration of PCC,employment in CCR staff sample.

,

DURATION
TOTAL '

SAMPLE.
PROFES-
SIONALS,

NON-
PROFES-
SIONALS,

PRESENT/
FORMER
PAtENT.

NON-
PARENT

Under 6 mos. 58 ..33. 25 * 10 15.

(18%) (21%). (15%) (16%) (14%)

6-18 months 70 40 , 30. 19 11
(21) (25) (18) (31) (11)

. 18-3,0 months . 79 32 .47 . 18 .29

(24) (20:). (28) (30) (27)

Over 30 120 55 65 14
. .

.51
months (37) '\ (34) (39) (23) (48)

Base:
.

327 .. 160 167 . , 611.. 106

.1
. Nine parents were classified as professionals and do .no appear
in this base.
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Among professionals, 46% of those interviewed have been at

the PCCfor under one and one half yea4. Among non-professionals,

33% have been there for that length of time. Among parents,,,

turnover is seemingly much grea4er than it is among non-parent
C.-

non-pro&essionals. Forty-seven Percent of the parerits on \-Staff

have been so for under one and .one half years; only 25% of the).

non-parents have been therefor so short a period.

Conversely, 54% Of the professionals and 67% of the non-

professionals had been there for more than a year and a half.

Among non-professionals only 53% of parents had been on staff

for over 18 months; 75% of now-parents have remained for

the same period of time.

Inspection of the data provided on the staff section of the

Director questionnaire shows that among mastprofessionals the

longevity distribution is rather even across the-time intervals

xdiscussed above. For instance, Parent Educators show no pattern

of 'leaving within any particular length. of time. However, there

are two exceptions to this evenness of distribution. One is the

Directors themselves. There seems to be a decided tendency for

them to be either shoit-term (10 have been on their jobs for fewer

than six months) or,long-term (11 have beenon their jobs for more

than 30 'months) with, relatively few in-between.

Nurses have the shortest PCC employment lives of all.

That is only partially a matter of supply and demand. Nurses are

generally ins short supply, and most Parent-Child ,Centers cannot

afford to match'salaries or working conditions available

elsewhere. PCC Nurses seem to be a volatile group in other



respects, too.
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Of.16 reported to ,have left various Centers,

five departed for.reasons of poor job

andther three had personal probldMs.

left for self-advancement.

ary ofjdob Functions

fit or incompetence and

Only five of the 16

With 32 of 33 PCC's reporting, a total of 680 staff

.members are mentioned:

1. Nearly three quarters of these are non-professionals;

one quarter are professionals.

2. Among professionals, Child Educator is the largest

staff. category (66 of them at 28Centers). Eighteen
e -

PCO!sreport 26 Social Service Supervisors; ten,'

report 13 Parent Educators. Sixteen Centers

have a Nurse on staff.
in-.

3. There are 202 Teacher Aides, with alk,Centers mention-

ing at least one of these non-professijonals. )
Sixteen

PCCisalso report a total of 88 Social Service

Aides.

4. Non-profeSsionals have, on the average, remained in

their positions longer than professionals -- 67% of

the.non-professionals have been employed 18

months or more versus 54% for professionalS.'

Nurses have the shortest job duratidns; Directors tend
1

to be either short-term (ten incumbents have been on

staff.for fewer than six months) or. very long-term
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6. Twenty-four pcc 's hire parents as non-professionals,

there being 210 parents imtotal.currently on staff --

more than two fifthsof 'all non-professionals.

C. WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE NON- PROFESSIONAL' STAFF AS A RESULT

OF PCC INVOLVEMENT?

Clealy, the most important impact on non-professional staff

is the fact that PCC is currently providing a total of. 680 full

time jobs to poverty area residents. These jobs represent impact,

not only on those who hold the jobs -but on their families and,

by virtue of the classic economic multipliers, on the communities

themselves.

Table .48 presents the relative,,f,requency with which PCC's

have hired parents or non-parents into current non - professional
o

employment.

Table 48. 'Number of parents and'non-parents among non-
. professional employees on total PCC staff,

according to position.

POSITION TOTAL
NO. PCC's
REPORTING PARENTS

NON-
PARENTS

Teacher Aide 202 32 129 2- -- 73.
(41 %') (61%)": (26%)--

Social. Service. 88 16 16 72

Aide (18) (8) (26)

Food/Health , 47 19 ' 19 28

Aide (10) 0) (10)

4

Driver/ 52 16 36

Maintenance (11) (8) (13)
,

Clerical 58 30 .

,

10 48
(12) , (5) (17)

Other. 41 6 .20' 21
(8) 12x3 (10) (8)

Total 488 32 2'10 278



These data indicate that parents are filling more than

two fifths of all non - professional positions reported:. Parents

predominate in. the Teacher Aide category. Social Service,

Driver/Maintenance and Clerical positions tend not ,be filled

by PCC parents. All but nine of the 32 Centers re-

porting say they hire parents in one capacity or another.

tpighteen PCCIserriploy parents as Teacher Aides, nine as Food
.-.

or Health Aides, 11 as Drivers/Maintenance,, eight as Social

Service Aides and seven as Clerical staff.

It, is apparent that flat only are some parents and community.
- .

residents. able to. get jobs. through ?CC but alsO that through

these jobs they are learning a variety-of skills.

Out -of the 167 non-professionals in the CCR samp e, 112

reported some pre- service training. These data are_p =sent

-in Table- 49 below.

Table 49. Length of pre-service training reported by non-
professionals in CCR

LENGTH OF
PRE-SERVICE TOTAL

PRESENT /. .

FORMER PARENT
NON-

PARENT

None 55 19 36

(33%) (31%) (34%)

One week or 22 11 11

less .- (13) (18) .
. (10).

-__

1-4 weeks- 35 8 27
(21) (13) (25)

1-i months 12 : -3 9 I

1
(7), 15t-__ . (9) . i

More than .2 43 20 _ 23

months (26). (33) (22)

Total 167 '61
,9 . 106.
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The majority of parents and non-parents alike (two out of

three) report some'pre-service training. One out of. three

parents and about one out of five other community residents report

training of more than two,months' duration.

Most staff members who report some pie-service feel that

this training was "very helpf 11 (70%). 'Only 4% feel the

training was not helpful.

Finally, Directors were asked to report the reason for

termination of each job position. It was difficult to obtain

reliable information on PCC lob turnover, and on. the reasons

for turnover. It
1

seems certain that data on this aspect

.'-'-understate the nuber..of departures by a. fair margin. For one

thing, many Centers, simply have no .records on this issue and

memory is not necessarily reliable either for number or for
/

reasons underlying termination. In spite of these difficulties,

the reported frequencies and reasons,for departure among non-

professionali a pear elow,*

Table 50. Frequencies and reasons for staff departures among,
total PCC non-professional staff. (Directors reports) .

DEPARTURE. REASONS
_

NON--
PROFESSIONALS

'Self7advancement .90
(36%)

Moved from area, change 45

in communities (18)
/

Personal problems
-,,,

52
(21)

Poor job fit,
incompetence

55
(22)

Other . .5

.
(2)

Total 1_ 247



It is-risky to draw con usions from data felt to be at

Best incolplete. _However, f the incompleteness is spread

rela4vely evenly over job cateT3ries, then very important
aspect of PCC impact can be inferred. Self-advancement ia"`
certainly a major reason for leaving. Add to this category
those whose familieS moved, sometimes for better employment
of a husband, and there emerges a decided picture of departure
for positive reasons.

While it is true that PCC staff turnover is relatively

high, nevertheless the average non-prOfessional stays
for a mean number of 23 months. 'For those who are able to
learn and to move on to better jobi

movement,is.positive.
There is no evidence to suinest tthat. families suffer unduly
if. a staff member leaves. Psychiatric residents, psychological'
interns and social workers in their field placements leave
their patients after one year and move on. -While a relation-
ship of greater.duration might.be desirable, training needs
of pr4essionals have always taken precedence-over service in
this sense. If non-professional staff are to receive. training,
perhaps a fairly steady flow through PCC is necessary and even
desirable.

Summary

It can be said that a substantial number of PCC parents.
'and community residents obtain jobs through the PCC, receive
training and learn new skills,and then ,move on to other jobs.
This 'represents both economieand psychologick impact on the



employees, their families: and on the communities in which they

live.

Comparison between KAI and CCR staff data

'Staffing patterns appear to be changing within the PCC

project:

1. KAI reported one professional to every four non-pro-

fessionals. Now that ratio is one to two and one half.

iowever, that change may simply reflect KAI's stricter

interpretation of professionalism a

\
ng lines of academic

Attainment.

2. There is a change in component.emphasis apparent in

staffing proportions by function, For example, KAI

reported that 12 PCC's employed a total of 24 Child

Educator professionals, and that 23 Centers hired

115 Teacher Aides. CCR find'that 28 PCC's now have

d Educators and that 27 Centers list a total

of 202 Teacher.Aides. That increase in child develop-

ment staffing-is associated, with modestly lesser

emphases on social service, medical, and purely admin-

istrative functions.

3. The total number of employees has remained fairly

level -- 698 two years ago against 680 now (with one

PCC not reporting and Alaska not included in the survey)

The ratio of paid stagf to /enrolled families is holding

rather level at, approximately one to 2.5.
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4: KAI reported 146 parents. on s a f. CCR shows that

figure now to be 210 fully wo fifths of no

professional complements. Additionally, there are a

handful of present or former parents filling professional

positions, according to CCR's'interpretation.

. The staff .turnover rate is still high. 'Kirschner found

that 27% of all original employees had left within the

first prOgram year. CCR data, known tobe incomplete
*

because of inexact record-keeping or report4 from

ithemory, show that total turnover to date may be equal

to or greater than the number of all present incumbents.

However, now as before, self-advancement-seeffis to be

.,the most major reason for leaving: /

I

0

. four. C
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